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The Stratigraphy and Diagenesis of the Upper Jurassic Rierdon and 
Swift Formations (Southwest Montana) (161 pp.)
Director: Johnnie N. Moore, Ph.D.
The Rierdon and Swift Formations are the shallow marine depo­
sits of the last two incursions of intracratonic seas during the 
Jurassic period. The Rierdon Formation consists of limestones 
and shales, while the Swift Formation contains sandstones and 
conglomerates. Understanding the distribution and depositional 
environments of these sediments enhances the interpretation of 
the previously undescribed carbonate and sandstone diagenesis.
The Rierdon Formation is divided into three 1ithostratigraphic 
units, consisting-of varying amounts of oosparite, oomicrite, 
biosparite, solution breccias, and shale. Rierdon sediments 
deposited adjacent to Belt Island, a paleotopographic high, and 
to the west were the products of tidal bars or beaches within a 
restricted lagoon environment. Post depositional flushing of the 
oosparite and biosparite by meteoric water in the phreatic zone 
caused dissolution of aragonite, and the precipitation of drusy 
calcite cement. Oosparites and oomicrites of the restricting 
shoal removed from these marginal sediments were not subject to 
meteoric water flushing and early cementation, resulting in grain 
deformation and microstyloi it izat ion. The proposed absence of 
meteoric water in these sediments is attributed to reduced poros­
ity and permeability in the oomicrites and the lack of available 
meteoric water, basinward, in the oosparites.
The Swift sediments are divided into five units based upon 
varying proportions of sandstone, conglomerate, and detrital 
glauconite. Detailed study of Swift lithofacies reveal a pre­
viously undescribed perturbation in the Oxfordian sea level. 
Except for mud matrix sands. Swift diagenesis is similar through­
out the study area. Early, surface to shallow burial, events 
include dissolution of aragonite, calcite and silica precipita­
tion, hematite formation, and more calcite precipitation.
Heating of adjacent Morrison Formation clays, upon burial, re­
leased magnesium and iron, which, when exported to Swift sands, 
formed dolomite, replacing both calcite grains and cement.
Further thermal maturity of unidentified organic material re­
leased CO2 and organic acids, dissolving plagioclase grains and 
calcite cement in the Swift. An increase in pH due to the former 
reactions caused kaolinite precipitation in the dissolved voids. 
Finally, hydrocarbon migration in the microporosity of the kao­
linite left patches of oil stain in the clay.
ii
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RIERDON AND SWIFT STRATIGRAPHY 
INTRODUCTION
In 1393 Peale gave the name Ellis formation to a 
package of marine Jurassic age rocks which crop out near 
the site of old Fort Ellis, near Bozeman, in southwest 
Montana, Fifty years later Cobban (1945) raised the Ellis 
to group status on the basis of Ellis rocks exposed in 
northwest Montana. He assigned the names Sawtooth,
Rierdon, and Swift, which are now applied to Ellis Group 
rocks in central and western Montana as well. The oldest
rocks of the group, the Middle Jurassic Sawtooth Formation,
consists of marine sandstones, dark shales and thin lime­
stones in northwest Montana. The Upper Jurassic Rierdon 
Formation, consisting of gray calcareous shale and thin 
limestone, is the middle formation of the Ellis Group, 
whose type section is at Rierdon Gulch, again in northwest
Montana. The youngest formation of the Ellis Group, the
Upper Jurassic Swift, consists of glauconitic sandstone and 
dark gray shale, at its type locality at Swift Reservoir, 
in northwest Montana. The Morrison Formation, a non—marine 
shale, silt, and sand formation, blankets Upper Jurassic 
marine, marginal, and eolian sediments in the Western 
Interior.
The Middle and Upper Jurassic age designation of the 
Ellis Group, assigned by Imlay (1943), is based upon the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
appearance of ammonites in the Sawtooth and lower Rierdon 
and species of oyster in the upper Rierdon and Swift form­
ations. The age designations were determined from fossils 
collected in Wyoming and central and northwestern Montana. 
Apparently little fossil information was derived from the 
coarser grained rocks in southwestern Montana, Extrapo­
lation of age dates and boundaries from Wyoming and north­
west Montana to southwestern Montana is somewhat tenuous. 
The ages of the Ellis Group rocks in southwestern Montana 
are derived by stratigraphic correlation to upper Jurassic 
Ellis Group formations in central and northwestern Montana 
rather than fossil dating within that region. This method, 
by its nature, is inaccurate, creating some possible lag 
time between the fossil dates in central Montana and the 
time correlation to southwestern Montana.
The Middle and Upper Jurassic age rocks of the western 
interior United States are the products of four cycles of 
transgression and regression. Each succeeding transgres­
sion of boreal origin, encroached further into the 
interior. The first cycle was of limited extent, and did 
not cross the present border between the U.S. and Canada. 
The three Ellis Group formations correspond to the remain­
ing three transgressive/regressive cycles during the 
Jurassic Period.
On a global scale, the Ellis group transgressions
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
correspond well to rises in sea level reported by Vail and 
others <1977) during the Middle and Upper Jurassic. Some 
small scale perturbât ions observed in the Missouri River 
headwaters basin are not, however, reported and may be due 
to a more local influence.
Regionally, Jurassic sed i ment at i on was controlled by 
paleolatitude, marine transgressions, and the tectonic 
setting. During Rierdon deposition in Montana, eolian to 
marginal marine sediments dominated to the south, while 
delta and marine sediments were deposited to the north 
(fig. 1). Figure 2 illustrates the reduct ion of eolian 
sed i ment at i on due to the greater areal extent of the 
transgression during Swift sed i ment at i on. Eolian deposits 
were controlled by a trade wind belt in North America 
similar to the present day Sahara Desert (Kocurek and Dott, 
1983), creating a very hot and dry climate. Accelerated 
drift of North America and possible eastward thrusting from 
the west ended this depositional style in the latd 
Jurassic. The study region occupied a paleolatitude of 25 
degrees north in Early and Middle Jurassic, and a 28—30 
degree north latitude in the Middle—Late Jurassic (Kocurek 
and Dott, 1983). During the Late Jurassic plate movement 
removed the region from trade wind influence into the 
cooler moister wind belt of the westerlies (Kocureck and 
Dott, 1983), and uplift provided the source for the alluvial 
blanket of the Morrison Formation,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Fig. 1- Middle Jurassic (Early—Middle Jurassic) paleogeog­
raphy of the Western Interior. Note the areal extent of 
Belt Island to the north and the sand seas to the south 
(modified from Kocurek and Dott, 1983).
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1983).
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The Middle and Upper Jurassic marine recks of Montana 
are bounded by unconformities and/or non—marine sediments 
(fig. 3). The lower boundary consists of a pre—Middle 
Jurassic unconformity which cuts through rocks of Triassic 
to Mississi ppian age, a combination of the Jurassic— 1 and 
Jurassic—2 unconformities of Pipiringos (1978). In 
Montana, as well as in Wyoming and Colorado, the upper 
Jurassic marine rocks are covered by the Upper Jurassic 
non—marine Morrison Formation (fig. 3). With only a few 
local exceptions, the Morrison is conformable to the undei—  
lying marine rocks (Peterson, 1957).
Past studies of marine Jurassic stratigraphy and sedi­
mentation in Montana refer to a positive topographic area. 
Belt Island, in western Montana (Peterson, 1957; Brenner and 
Davies, 1974; Klemme, 1947; Imlay, 1945). The term Belt 
Island, as used in this and others, refers to a 
positive area, generally East—West trending, which sepa­
rates the North—South trending filberta trough and Twin 
Creeks trough. As reported by Peterson (1957), Belt Island 
was rarely if ever an island, but more commonly a penin­
sula which changed its conf i gurat ion with the transgres-— 
sions and regressions of the Jurassic seas.
Recently, Meyers (1980) and Fox (1980), reported the 
effects of Belt Island on Rierdon and Swift sedimentat ion 
south and along the southern margin of Belt Island. The 
present study incorporates the study of both Rierdon
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and Swift sediments in that region (fig. 4, table 1), 
attempting to l> determine and interpret environments of 
deposition for Rierdon and Swift sediments in southwestern
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Table 1 — Key to Figure 4 and Sect ion Location
1) Fort Ellis T2S, R7E, Sect i on 30
2) Nixon Gulch T2N, R3E, Sect ion 14
3) Milligan Canyon T2N, RIW, Sect i on 24, 25
4) Sappington Canyon TIN, R2W, Sect ion 25
5) Toston West T4N, R3E, Sect ion 6
6) Toston East T5N, R3E, Sect ion 32
7) Deer Park T4N, R4E, Sect i on 6
8) Maud low T4N, R4E, Sect ion 10
9> Francis T5N, R5E, Sect ion 23
a
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Montana; 2) report any small scale demarcat ions from the 
general transgressive/regressive global pattern reported by 
Vail and others (1977); 3) illustrate the influence of Belt 
Island on the sed i ment at i on of the area.
The Sawtooth Formation is reported by Peterson (1957) 
to be a marine formation of restricted environment in 
southern Montana and Wyoming where it is called the Piper 
Formation. Although this formation appears in the study 
area, incomplete sections due to a pre—Rierdon unconformity 
and non-deposit ion drastically limits its usefulness, and 
therefore the formation is omitted from this study.
LITHOLOGIE DESCRIPTION 
Within the Missouri River headwaters basin, Rierdon 
and Swift sediments exhibit a bipolar lithologie compo­
sition. The Rierdon Formation is characterized by oolite 
beds with some shale and calcareous shale. Clastic contri­
bution is minimal, decreasing away from Belt Island. The 
Swift formation consists predominantly of sandstone, glau­
conitic sandstone and varying amounts of conglomerate.
elastics identified as first generation volcanic, 
metamorphic, or igneous minerals are virtually nonexistent. 
Amphibole, sphene, corundum, and muscovite occur in Swift 
sediments in amounts less than 1 percent in total for most 
areas. Feldspar grains occur even less frequently. Authi­
genic kaolinite clay is commonly observed, and probably is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
evidence of one—diagenet ic feldspars.
The clastic sediments are usually dominated by quarts, 
with lesser amounts of chert, spicular chert, phosphatic 
fragments, and lithic fragments of si Itstone and shale.
With the exception of lithic fragments, these are undoubt­
edly being recycled from underlying Paleozoic rocks and 
perhaps from some igneous source to the west. Limited 
pétrographie study of the Permian Phosphoria Formation 
indicates it is the probable source of chert, spicular 
chert, and phosphatic fragments. Some quartz grains may 
have originated here as well. However, multiple rounded 
overgrowths on some quartz grains indicate recycling of 
quartzite (Sanderson, 1984), or tropical saprolith. Re­
cycling probably originated from the PennsyIvanian Quadrant 
Formation which immediately underlies the Phosphoria. 
Sphene, amphibole, and corundum grains observed in Quadrant 
thin sections imply it may be the source of these grains as 
wel 1.
Quadrant and Phosphoria strata did crop out over 
western and central Montana, exposed by post Permian and 
Jurassic unconformities (Peterson, 1957). Fox (1980) 
reports that the Mississippian Madison Group is the chert 
source for the Swift sediments south of Belt Island. 
Although the Madison may be the source for some of the 
chert, a few Phosphoria thin sections reveal many similari­
ties to chert pebbles and grains observed in the Ellis
10
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sediments. This fact and the abundance of chert and inter- 
bedded phosphatic rock within the Phosphoria implies that 
the more logical source would be the immediately underlying 
Phosphoria.
RIERDON LITHOFACIES
In the Missouri River headwaters basin the Rierdon 
Formation is divided into three lithofacies (fig. 5, and 
table 2). All contain a varying proportion of oolitic 
material, calcareous shell fragments, crinoid columnals, 
and shale or arenaceous limestone. The lithofacies are as 
follows: Facies I oolite and shale beds; Facies II oolite 
and solution breccia beds; Facies III, pelmicrite, shale, 
and biosparite beds. For a more detailed description of 
the individual sections within the facies see appendix A.
Facies I Rierdon Facies I is defined as oosparite 
and/or oomicrite (Folk, 1962) beds containing varying 
amounts (0— 10%) of clastic material. The oolite beds may 
rest on or be succeeded by shale, calcareous shale, or 
arenaceous limestones of the Rierdon Formation. Facies I 
is found in Rocky Canyon, Nixon Gulch, and Toston West 
(figs. 6,7; Sect. 1, Sect. 2, Sect. 5). Rocky Canyon 
contains the only oolite bed not deposited on Sawtooth 
Formation rocks (fig. 6). Here, the underlying rocks are 
thin bedded (Blatt and others, 1960), non—resistant to
11
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FIG. 5 — Facies map of Rierdon Formation within the 
Missouri River headwaters basin. Base map is the same as 
that used for location map fig. 4
TABLE g Rierdon Lithofacies
Facies I contains - oosparite, oomicrite, calcareous shale
and si Itstone, argillaceous limestone
Facies II
Facies III
— oosparite, pelmicrite, solution 
breccias, calcareous si Itstone
— biosparite, pelmicrite
weathering, gray—green siItstones of the Rierdon.
The oosparite and oomicrite beds consist of well 
formed ooids, many showing varying degrees of micrt itza— 
t ion. Clastic content ranges from 0 percent at Rocky 
Canyon to almost 10 percent at Nixon Gulch and Toston West, 
Clastic grains consist of fine to medium sized quartz and 
chert sand grains. They occur both as discrete sand 
grains, and as the nuclei for the ooids. Crinoid colum— 
naIs, intraclasts, peloids, gastropod shells, and mollusk
12
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shells are also common constituents within the oolite beds 
of Facies I. Fine—grained, non—resistant sediments cap the 
oolite beds at Rocky Canyon and Toston West. Their absence 
at Nixon Gulch is probably due to a post-Rierdon, pre-Swift 
unconformity (fig. 6). At Rocky Canyon, these sediments 
consist of a coarsening upwards sequence of calcareous 
shale, siItstones and fine calcareous sandstone. Like 
Rocky Canyon, the oolite at Toston West is capped by 
fine-grained sediments. This arenaceous limestone is 
interrupted only by two thin beds of intraclasts and shell 
debris which bear a marked resemblance to intraclast 
peloid and crinoid beds in the calcareous shale at Rocky 
Canyon. At Toston West, the oolite is covered by argilla­
ceous limestone. This section contains several intraclast 
and shell debris beds similar to those of Rocky Canyon.
The Swift—Rierdon boundary is gradational at Rocky 
Canyon, unlike the boundary at Nixon Gulch and Toston West 
where the Rierdon Formation is in sharp erosional contact 
with the basal conglomerate of the Swift (fig. 6,7) .
Facies II Rierdon Facies II is defined as oolite, 
calcareous shale and calcareous peloidal si Itstone inter­
bedded with solution breccias. In the Missouri River head­
waters basin, this facies is observed only at the Sapping­
ton Canyon section (fig. 6, Sect. 4). The gross lithology 
of this facies is very similar to Rocky Canyon and Toston
13
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West, containing oosparites, oomicrites, fine grained 
peloidal sandstones and calcareous si Itstones. Clastic 
content of the oolites is very small, usually less than 1 
percent thin section surface area and never more than 3 
percent. However its morphology, bedding, and the addition 
of solution breccias give this facies a very different 
appearance.
The breccias are the lowest Rierdon rocks, beginning 
as thin to medium thick oeds, gradually becoming thicker up 
section, and climaxing with a three meter thick breccia.
The brecciated material is composed of micrites, pel— 
micrites, and sandy pelmicrite. Commonly, the beds between 
the breccias are oosparites and oomicrites. The breccias 
exhibit inverse grading, and are generally yellowish at the 
bottom becoming whiter and lighter colored towards the top 
of the individual beds. The remainder of the Rierdon 
Formation at Sappington Canyon consists of calcareous silt- 
stone capped by oosparite and oomicrite beds. There is no 
fine grained material capping the oolite beds in Facies II 
as is found in Facies I. The contact between the Rierdon 
and Swift is sharp here, oosparite beds in direct contact 
with chert pebble conglomerates of the Swift Formation.
The lower boundary with the Sawtooth Formation, although 
somewhat difficult to distinguish at outcrop is placed at 
the first appearance of oolitic or brecciated beds.
Facies III Rierdon Facies III is defined by the appea­
ls
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rance of a  pelmicrite bed and biosparite bed separated by 
nonresistant shales and siItstones. The bioclastic grains 
consist of crinoid columnals, arms and plates, bryozoans, 
oyster shell fragments, rare coral fragments, and some 
oolites. This facies is confined to the Toston East 
section, just 1.1 miles from the Toston West of Rierdon 
Facies I (fig. 7, Sect 6). This Rierdon facies is the 
northeast most. The formation is absent from sections 
further east in the study area.
Clastic content of the limestone in this facies is 
generally greater than that found in Facies I or II. It 
varies from trace levels to greater than 30 percent of the 
rock. In addition, the grain size increases to medium- 
coarse grained quartz and chert grains from fine grain size 
in the other facies. There are no oosparite or oomicrite 
beds in this facies, but ooids are present and vary from 
less than 10 percent to almost 40 percent of the biosparite 
beds.
RIERDON LITHOFACIES INTERPRETATION
The northwest—southeast trend of the Rierdon litho— 
facies imply that it is an extension of the Twin Creeks 
trough to the south. Facies II flanks the trough to the 
west. While Facies III is the easternmost facies, pre- 
Swift erosion may have removed Rierdon sediments further 
east onto Belt Island eliminating those marginal
17
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deposits. The north—south trend is consistent with the 
structure of a western arch—trench complex (Kocurek and 
Dott, 1983) along the western North American margin. In 
addition, facies trends in the Preuss and Stump formations, 
south and west, in Wyoming and Idaho (Hileman, 1973) 
exhibit the same directional tendency.
Facies I Rierdon Facies I deposits are the products of 
a shoal and restricted lagoon produced during a regression 
or progradation. This shoal and lagoon system is in some 
respects similar to Holocene examples on the Bahama Bank 
(Beach and Ginsberg, 1980; Mine and Neuman, 1977), whereby 
the barrier, in this case an oolite shoal, forms a wave 
energy obstruction creating leeward, finer—grained lagoonal 
sediments. At Rocky Canyon these shoals are oosparite, 
generally free of shell fragments and clastic material. 
Paleocurrent data is not available from any of the studied 
Rierdon sections because of the lack of visible cross- 
bedding. The dearth of clastic material and the lack of 
tidally influenced structures indicate that the primary 
energy input must have been from the windward side of the 
shoal. A restricted lagoon interpretation is enhanced by 
the immediate succession of oolite by calcareous shale. In 
addition, the depauperate fauna of the shale and argilla­
ceous limestone indicates restriction. The grain size, 
degree of bioturbation, and fecal content of the Rocky 
Canyon sediments increase shoreward. Although this coarse—
18
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I—t
ning upward sequence is not observed at Toston West, both 
sections do contain several storm deposits. The absence of 
ooids within these deposits, and the presence of intra- 
clasts, crinoid fragments, and thin—shelled mol1usks indi­
cate the material was derived from within the lagoon.
The oolite at Nixon Gulch and Toston West, as reviewed 
in the Facies I description, contain a greater percentage 
of elastics (quarts and chert), peloids, intraclasts, and 
shell fragments, micrite matrix than observed in Rocky 
Canyon. These changes result from the closer proximity to 
the clastic source, composition of biota, and the apparent 
reduced reworking of the oolite by waves or tidal currents 
after deposition.
Facies II Rierdon Facies II represents a slight demar­
cation from the oolite shoal and lagoon described in Facies 
I. This, the westernmost facies in the study area, con­
tains solution breccias in addition to the other described 
features. These breccias and the interbedded sediments 
appear to be cyclical. The foundation of the sequence 
contains an unbrecciated oosparite or oomicrite bed 
succeeded by an inversely graded breccia bed. This rela­
tionship requires that the oolite deposits be directly 
overlain by dissolved material. The brecciated clasts, of 
peloidal and calcareous si Itstone, and limestone to sandy 
limestone must have been deposited above the dissolved
19
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sediments. Color and composition of the breccia clasts 
indicate that the si Itstones lie above the dissolved zone, 
grading upwards to the limestone and sandy limestones which 
are just beneath the oolite of the following cycle. The 
mechanism for deposition of these cyclical sediments is 
speculative but may be due tos 1) small perturbations in 
the transgression of the Rierdon sea, 2) sporadic basin 
subsidence, or 3) environmental factors- Any of these must 
account for the order of sediment deposition, as well as 
the ability to repeat itself in time. The absence of 
Rierdon sediments at nearby Milligan Canyon may indicate a 
topographic high, perhaps partly responsible for the res— 
t r ict ion.
Although dating is not possible, brecc i at i on occurred 
between two events. Brecciat ion is post 1ithification of 
the oosparite beds. These beds are, without except ion, 
unbrecciated. They occasionally are the only lithology 
which separates breccia beds; an observation which also 
indicates a pre—breccia cementation of the oosparite. 
Brecciat ion occurred before thrusting and tilting of the 
beds during the Cretaceous Laramide Orogeny. The color 
segregation and inverse bedding of the breccia occurred on 
a horizontal plane, indicating a pre—thrust ing brecciation.
The chemistry and lithology of the initial dissolved 
material in the breccia is unknown. Its solubility must 
have been greater than that of the oosparite or brecciated
20
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clasts, as they appear* to be untouched by dissolution. 
Logically, it may have consisted of evaporites, however, no 
other evidence of evaporites exists. There are no visible 
molds of gypsum or halite within the nearby sediments.
Additionally, a problem exists regarding the evaporites and 
cementation of the oolitic rock. As is discussed in the 
proceeding section on diagenesis, early 1ithification of 
carbonates is accomplished by flushing the sediments with 
meteoric water. Presumably the same water which facili­
tates cementation would dissolve the evaporites. For this 
model to work, the oosparite would have to be relatively 
well cemented prior to dissolution and brecciat ion.
Assuming that the dissolved material in the breccia is 
an evaporite, its origin implies a suprat idal origin. The 
cyclical nature of the breccias and interbedded sediments 
indicate, if not a suprat idal, at least an intertidal 
origin, whose distribution may be easily affected by small 
scale fluctuations in sea level. The oosparite and oomic­
rite probably represent tidal bars, interbar deposits 
consists of the pelmicrite and calcareous siItstone.
Facies III Facies III is yet another demarcation from 
Facies I, this environment contained at least intervals or 
patches of less restricted, more oxygenated water within 
the restricted lagoon. The crinoids, bryozoans, and corals 
from the patches may have inhabited small patch reefs or
21
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formed thickets. These subt idal areas may have been ex­
posed to wave generated currents, or tidal currents. 
Although most of this facies is covered at outcrop, an 
oosparite or oomicrite bed is not present. The absence of 
oolite beds indicate that Facies III sediments formed 
shoreward of the restricting shoal. The ooids found within 
the biosparite rocks were transported from the shoal, and 
concentrated with the skeletal grains as a tidal bar.
Transgression of the Rierdon Sea onto Belt Island was 
undoubdtedly originally further than the present zero iso— 
pach published by Meyers (1380). Its absence must in part 
be due to pre—Swift erosion. However, as the absence of 
the basal oomicrite shoal deposits at Toston East indi­
cates, the transgression must have stalled near there.
This data coincides with Peterson (1357) and McMannis 
(1365) who concluded that the Rierdon Formation was not 
deposited over the whole of Belt Island.
SWIFT LITHOFACIES
The four Swift 1ithofacies (fig.8, table 3) consist of 
coarse— grained clastic rocks in places containing abundant 
oyster shell fragments. The coarse grained nature of the 
sediments differs from that found north at the type section 
and east where the Swift is recognized by shale and inter- 
bedded sand. The coarseness of the Swift sediments in 
western Montana is attributed by Peterson (1357), Brenner 
and Davies (1374), Kocurek and Dott (1383) to its close
22
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proximity to Belt Island, and a source in westernmost 
Montana or Eastern Idaho.
Facies I Swift Facies I contains the finest grained 
Swift sediments of the Missouri River headwaters basin 
(fig. 8, fig. 9, Sect. 1). It consists predominately of
fine—medium grained, medium to thick bedded, calcareous 
litharenite (Folk, 1974). The lower part of the section 
contains some thin shale and shale partings, giving way to 
progressively larger lensoidal beds of calcareous lith— 
aren:te. A short interval of thin, plane-bedded sandstone 
is capped by the uppermost beds of sand, oyster shell 
fragments, and glauconite. For more detail on these sec­
tions see appendix A. Chert pebbles are scattered through 
the lower part of the section, appearing scattered or 
concentrated within medium, thick-bedded, bioturbated sand­
stone. Glauconite occurs throughout the Swift sediments, 
but is absent from Rierdon rocks. Rierdon sediments 
contain micrite mud pellets in contrast to the glauconite 
of the Swift. The upper boundary is recognized by the thin 
bedded glauconitic 1itharenites of the Swift Formation 
capped by the non—resistant red siItstone, mudcracked, red 
shales and sandstones of the Morrison Formation. Heavy 
minerals such as sphene, corundum and some amphibole are 
rarely observed low in the Swift section, but they are 
present in trace amounts near the top and may be associated
23
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FIG.8 — Facies map of Swift sediments within the study 
area. Base map is the same as that used for location map 
Fig. 4.
TABLE 3— Swift Lithofacies
Facies I — contains Fine to medium-grained sandstone,
siItstone, some coal clasts
Facies II—
Facies III
Facies IV
Facies V
Fine to coarse—grained sandstone, with 
thin basal conglomerate
Fine to coarse—grained sandstone, with 
thick basal conglomerate
Glauconite dominated sandstone beds, 
with thin basal conglomerate
Fine to coarse—grained sandstone, 
siItstone, conglomerate
with glauconite concentrât ions in this facies. Facies II 
bears a close resemblance to Faces I, but consists of only 
the top third of Facies I.
Facies II Facies II consists of thin to medium beds of 
fine—to medium—grained litharenite. Sections included in 
Facies II are Nixon Gulch, Sappington Canyon, and Deer Park 
(fig. 8). The lower boundary, unlike Facies I, consists of
24
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a chert pebble cong lornerate at Nixon Gulch and Sappington 
Canyon (fig. 9, Sect. 2,4), and chert pebbles scattered
within a short interval of med i urn— grained sandstone at Deer 
Park (fig. 10, Sect. 7). The upper boundary invariably is
delineated by the appearance of non—resistant shales and 
si Itstones of the Morrison Formation. The clastic 
sediments consist primarily of quart z, chert, phosphate 
fragments, lithic fragments, shell fragments, chalcedony, 
glauconite, and trace amounts of heavy minerals. Grain 
size gradually fines upwards from conglomerate to coarse to 
medium sandstone to medium to fine grained sandstone. The 
larger sand grains are generally chert and phosphate, 
quartz restricted to its pre—errosive medium grain size in 
the Quadrant Formation. The number of phosphate grains 
gradually lessen up section, conversely, glauconite, heavy 
minerals and feldspar grains increase upwards. Bedding is 
thick to medium planar low in the sections, and medium to 
thin high in the section. Nixon Gulch differs from the 
other sections in this facies by its exhibition of a small 
serpulid worm tube "reef" low in the Swift interval. Other 
facies may contain scattered worm tubes and fragments as 
detrital clasts; however, density of the tubes is not great 
enough to stabilize surrounding sediment as at Nixon Gulch.
Unlike Facies I, Nixon Gulch of Facies II, Facies III, 
and IV contain an intraformational unconformity (fig. 9, 
Sect. 3,3; fig. 10, Sect. 5,6). At Nixon Gulch, this
26
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uriconfoT'rnity occurs above a three meter section of sand and 
trough crossbedded sand—and-shel1 fragments. The 
unconformity is an undulatory surface containing a few 
chert pebbles and eroded clasts above it- The same sand 
and sand—and—shel1 fragment lithology is observed above the 
intreformationa1 uneonformity . The repetition of litholo­
gics is characteristic in Facies II and IV as well.
Facies III Facies III, the coarsest grained facies of 
the study area, is located at Milligan Canyon (fig. 8>.
The lower portion of this facies is dominated by cobble to 
pebble si zed chert conglomerate (fig. 9, Sect. 3). The
conglomerate was deposited in two fining upward stages, the 
first truncated by the second inf1ux of chert cobbles. The 
second fining upward sequence grades from cobble to fine 
sand and silt through its thickness. Cross bed ding, al­
though absent to indistinct in most other sections, is 
visible at this outcrop. Trough crossbeds in a coarse­
grained sand and oyster shell fragment sandstone are high­
lighted by the differential weathering of the two lith— 
ologies. Like Facies I and II, Facies III contains 
glauconite, heavy minerals, and phosphate fragments, with 
glauconite and heavy minerals concentrated within the upper 
third of the Milligan Canyon section. Phosphate fragments 
are less frequent up section, as also observed in Facies I 
and II.
The lower boundary is determined by the lithologie
28
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change from gray sandy limestone or sandstone of the Phos­
phor i a and Rierdon Formations to the cobble sized chert 
conglomerate of the Swift. The lower boundary is 
undulatory, sandy limestone underlying the boundary varies 
in thickness from 0 to 10cm. It contains eroded whole and 
broken ooids, and appears similar to a thin limestone found 
at the lower boundary of the Swift Formation at Toston 
West. Meyers (1980) includes this limestone in the Rierdon 
Formation. The upper boundary is more subtle. The Swift 
Formation in Facies III is topped by thin beds of fine to 
very fine sandstone and siltstone. These non-resistant 
beds are topped by non-resistant gray to red shales and 
siltstones of the Morrison Formation. In this facies the 
weathering profile is not a reliable means of boundary 
placement. Interestingly, the uppermost Swift sediments 
are very fine grained sandstone containing almost no phos­
phate fragments, glauconite or heavy minerals. It does 
however contain about 5 percent feldspars, the greatest 
percentage observed within the Missouri River headwaters 
basin.
Facies. IV- Glauconite is ubiquitous in the upper Swift 
sediments of the study area; however, no facies contains as 
much glauconite as Facies IV. This facies, located at 
Toston East and West (fig. 8), is a relatively thin Swift 
section recognized by the non—resistant, green to blue-
29
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green, glauconite rich, sand beds. The glauconite is more 
abundant at Toston East, making up 25 percent of the sand 
grains in some rocks. Toston West is less glauconitic, up 
to 10 percent, and is generally coarser grained than Toston 
East Swift sediments. Fossils and shell fragments are 
sparse compared to the previously described facies, but 
this 1ithofacies does exhibit the same intraformational 
unconformity observed in Facies III and Nixon Gulch of 
Facies II. The upper boundary is recognized by a break in 
slope and lithologie change from sandstone to shales and 
siltstone of the Morrison Formation.
Facies V Facies V is made up of the northeasternmost 
sections in the study area (fig. 8), and 1ithologically 
consists of a varied suite of rocks. Both sections in this 
facies have chert pebble conglomerate as a lower boundary. 
The eastern section, Francis, passed from this conglomerate 
through 10cm of sand, directly to the Morrison Formation. 
The western section of this facies, Maudlow, is the thicker 
of the two and consists of thin beds to laminae of sand­
stones and si Itstones with silt or clay partings (fig. 10, 
Sect. 8). Abundant plant fragments are scattered through­
out this section.
The upper part of the Francis section contains greater 
than 10 percent hematite, which appears to be a pseudomorph 
after gypsum. Unlike Facies II, III, and IV there is no 
intraformational unconformity in Facies V.
30
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SWIFT LITHOFACIES INTERPRETATION
Workers previously cited have interpreted Swi ft sedi­
ments as deposits of a shallow continental sea. The coarse 
nature of the sediments, the fauna, and the environments 
described below support this hypothesis. Clearly, slight 
fluctuations in mean sea level, sediment input, and 
tectonic uplift could have a great effect on paleogeography 
and lateral facies changes in such a system. The lit ho— 
facies described above, and the environments detailed below 
record these changes, allowing, perhaps, a unique look at 
the last incursion of marine water during the Jurassic 
period in southwest Montana.
Facies I Deposition of Rierdon sediments ended with 
the regression of the Callovian Sea. All facies except for 
Facies I in the Missouri River headwaters basin exhibit a 
clearly visible unconformity between the Rierdon and over­
lying Swift sediments. At Rocky Canyon, an unconformity is 
not interpreted between the two formations; rather, it is 
believed that sedimentation was a continuum here. The 
Oxfordian Sea transgression deposited Facies I sediments in 
a sand shoal and lagoon environment. A flood tide delta 
formed within this facies; the ebb tide delta is probably 
removed by wave generated longshore currents. This 
sequence of lagoon, flood delta, and shoal closely
31
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resembles a Cretaceous composite sect ion (Reinson, 1979) ir 
Alberta, Canada. The distal end of the Facies I flood 
delta is identified by 1—2 meter wide lensoidal bedding, 
often laterally truncated. The more proximal end of the 
flood delta is characteri zed by channels more than 20 meter^ 
wide and 1 to 2 meters deep. Limited paleocurrent data 
taken from the distal delta trough crossbeds (Fig 11) 
agrees well with Prices’ <1963) estimate of a 90— 180 degree 
current spread for flood tide deltas, the result of bifur­
cation of the flood tide channel in the lagoon. Located 
within some of the proximal channels are deposits inter­
preted by Brenner and Davies (1973), in central Montana and 
Wyoming Jurassic sediments, as storm deposits. A recent 
reinterpretation of this study (Brenner and others, 1985), 
modifies the shell coquina model in central Montana and 
Wyoming. It is doubtful, however, that this model is 
applicable to the marginal marine sediments observed at 
Rocky Canyon. The storm— generated currents apparently 
breached the sand shoal or traversed existing channels, and 
deposited the coarse grained sand and shell coquinoid in 
the incised troughs. Additionally, Brenner and Davies 
(1973) report similar marine sand bars or shoals which 
formed during the Oxfordian marine regression in central 
Montana and Wyoming. Such sand bodies did not form any­
where in the study area during the Swift regression. Their 
absence must be at least in part due to the rapidity of the
32
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regression in the study area, perhaps enhanced by a greater 
influx of sediment possibly caused by tectonic uplift to 
the west or increased drainage development caused by 
climat ic changes.
N=I2
FIG. 11 - Paleocurrent data for flood tide delta deposits 
locate at Rocky Canyon.
The regressive portion of Facies I consists of lower 
backshore and foreshore deposits. The foreshore deposits 
consist of medium grained sand and shell fragments, some­
times trough crossbedded, and scattered coal clasts. The 
backshore and upper most foreshore deposits are thin 
bedded, with some scarce current ripples, but more 
conclusively they contain the heavy mineral placers
33
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indicative of this zone (Davis, 1983 ; McCubbin, 1982). 
Although Facies II and III contain similar* backshore and 
foreshore deposits these are undoubtedly the finest 
grained, presumably because it is further removed from the 
Belt Island source.
Facies II Unlike Facies I, Facies II contains no 
transgressive deposits, but like Faces I, the regressive 
sediments were deposited in the backshore, foreshore, per­
haps upper nearshore. Facies II backshore deposits contain 
heavy mineral placer, and glauconite. Unlike Facies I they 
are slightly coarser grained and contain no coal. Trough 
crossbedded foreshore sediments crop out at Nixon Gulch and 
at Sappington Canyon. Foreshore deposits at Deer Park are 
planar laminated, but all contain sand—and—oyster shell 
fragments, coarser grained than those of the Facies I 
foreshore. Foreshore sands of Facies II are usually coarse 
to very coarse grained, while those of Facies I are medium 
grained.
Lower foreshore to upper nearshore sediments exist at 
Nixon Gulch where they directly underlie the coarse sand 
and shell fragments of the upper foreshore. These sedi­
ments contain the previously mentioned serpulid worm reefs. 
Apparently, these animals took advantage of breaking waves 
and longshore currents for both feeding and removal of fine 
sed iment.
34
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Faciès III Faciès III, the c o a r s e s t — grained facies in 
the study area, also closely resembles Facies I and II.
The Milligan Canyon locality received only the last 
vestiges of Rierdon deposition. This local high was 
apparently planed off during Swift deposition, resulting in 
coarser sediments. The abundant chert pebble conglomerate 
is the remains of the errosive marine transgression.
Facies II contains more extensive backshore sediments, 
upper foreshore, and perhaps lower foreshore or upper near­
shore sediments.
The trough crossbedded upper foreshore deposits, the 
result of sinuous megaripples produced by longshore cur­
rents, are particularly well exposed in Facies III. Paleo— 
current data (fig 12) indicates that the primary longshore 
current direction was northwest, minor currents southeast, 
and perhaps rip channels perpendicular to this line.
The backshore or beach sandstones, in places, divide 
the upper foreshore beds indicating slight fluctuations in 
the shoreline during that time. The backshore beach sands 
are thin planar beds, containing glauconite and heavy 
mineral concentrât ions. An extensive but very poorly ex­
posed section of fine sand, siltstone, and micrite reside 
above the beach sediments. Wave ripples, lithology, its 
position above the beach, and glauconite contained within 
the sand indicate this is the backshore, possibly contain­
ing a small lagoon. Lack of exposure and rock integrity
35
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FIG. 12 — Palec'current data for* upper foreshore trough 
crossbeds located at Milligan Canyon.
critically limit interpretat ion here. The interpreted top 
of the marine sequence contains at least 5 percent feld­
spars, an increase from traces levels down section. The 
introduction of such relatively large amounts of feldspar 
indicate a possible new source terrain, perhaps from the 
west.
Facies IV Facies IV, the highly glauconitic facies, is 
the lowest energy origin of the five facies. Bentor and 
Kastner (1965) wrote that "glauconite forms in shallow seas 
containing large areas with a low rate of sed imentat ion and 
a scarce supply of argillaceous m a t e r i a l M o s t  of these 
conditions are met quite well within Swift environments of
36
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the Missouri River headwaters basin. The sedimentation 
rate may have been so low, caused by reduced wave/tidal 
energy input, that glauconite concentrates up to the 25 
percent levels are observed at Toston East.
Recognizable foreshore and backshore sediments were not 
produced. Bedding, when visible, is massive or planar.
This facies appears to have been protected from the long­
shore currents which provided sediment for the previously 
mentioned facies. Low sed i ment at i on rates eliminates its* 
origin as estuarian, but probably represents a protected 
bay along the southern paleo shoreline of Belt Island.
Facies V Facies V consists of two sections, one section 
representing the furthest advancement of the Swift sea onto 
Belt Island within the Missouri River headwaters basin.
This section, at Francis, less than 1 meter thick, has no 
recognizable facies or marine zones. The top of the basal 
conglomerate consists of a one boulder thick layer (some 
measured 25 cm in length). These boulders, like the pebble 
conglomerates, must represent erosional lags of the 
transgression, derived from underlying sediments. Here, 
the lag rests on Pennsy1vanian Quadrant quartzite which 
contains no chert beds. This indicates that the chert was 
derived from either older Mississippian rocks or from some 
topographically higher Permian Phosphoria rocks.
Although outcrops at Maud low are poorly exposed, it
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appears that this section is a transition between the 
Francis section and the Deer Park section. This facies 
passed from the upper foreshore zone at the bottom, to 
intertidal foreshore to backshore sediments. Beachface 
sediments observed at Deer Park are absent or covered here# 
Backshore deposits are similar to those observed in Facies 
III, including a small lagoon.
TRPMS6RE5SIONS/REGRESSIONS 
Swift Facies I is the only facies to display a depo­
sit ional transgression following the regression of the 
Rierdon Sea. As was illustrated above, at Rocky Canyon, 
there is no outcrop evidence for an uncomformity between 
the regression and transgression. In all other sections of 
the Missouri River headwaters basin, the Swift Formation is 
bounded below by an unconformity. Except for the 
transgressive pebble conglomerate lag, the Swift sediments 
consist of a regressive sequence of rocks. At Rocky 
Canyon, the Swift consists of the transgressive shoal/— 
lagoon sequence and the regressive foreshore—backshore 
sediments. Other sections do not display a simple regres­
sion, and in fact display a double transgression/regression 
cycle. Evidence of such a cycle is found at Milligan 
Canyon, Nixon Gulch, Toston West, and Toston East. It is 
possible that such a cycle may have occurred at Sappington 
Canyon, but an intraformat ional unconformity was not
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observed. Simple regressive sediments are found at Deer 
Park, Maudlow, and Francis.
It is thought that Facies I sediments were insulated 
from the transgressive/regressive cycle by the sediments 
basinward position. The initial Oxfordian transgression 
began clastic deposition of Swift Facies I sediment (see 
fig. 13). As the transgression progressed, a transgressive 
lag was deposited at Nixon Gulch, Milligan Canyon, Toston 
East, and Toston West (see fig 14). A minor regression 
occurred leaving its deposits over the later four sections. 
The regression failed to reach Rocky Canyon, where trans­
gressi ve sediments continued accumulating (see fig. 15).
The final transgression inundated all remaining sections, 
leaving a chert pebble lag or erosional surface everywhere 
but Rocky Canyon. The final regression sediments covered 
the whole study area.
The partial regression within the overall transgres­
sion can be explained by two mechanisms, neither can be 
conclusively proven within the scope of this study. The 
two mechanisms are: 1) the partial regression is the result 
of a small perturbation in the Oxfordian Sea transgression ; 
2) it is the result of minor uplift of the Belt Island area 
with Rocky Canyon remaining stable. Both mechanisms would 
account for the same observed series of sediments and 
unconformities. Intuitively though, local uplift might be 
expected to increase sediment size or volume, neither of
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FIG. 13 - Dashed line represents the inferred extent of th< 
Rierdon regression south towards the Twin Creeks Trough.
-/
FIG. 14 - Dashed and solid lines represent the extent of 
the initial Swift transgression north, towards Belt Island.
which appears to have occurred.
An interesting relationship which is implied but not 
previously detailed in this report is the fact that the 
Swift Facies I transgression is depositional, whereas it is
40
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FIG. 15 — Areal extent of the minor regression within the 
Swift transgression.
an erosional event for the other facies. Assuming that 
deposition was continuous at Rocky Canyon and its position 
was closer to the Twin Creeks trough of the Missouri River 
headwaters basin sections, it should have been accumulating 
sediment eroded at the observed unconformities to the 
north, at Belt Island, and presumably partly from the 
Jurassic highlands to the west. Increased precipitation 
during Swift sedimentation created stream drainages and 
rivers transporting the eroded material basinward, towards 
the Twin Creeks trough. The sediment influx was sufficient 
to produce a depositional transgression. Net erosion 
occured during the transgression in the rest of the study 
area because of the reduced inflow of sediment feeding 
into those sections.
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STRATIGRAPHY CONCLUSION 
Rierdon and Swift sediments were deposited from the 
last two incursions of Jurassic intracratonic seas. 
Orientation of both Rierdon and Swift facies is similar to 
that observed to the south. The areal extent and trend of 
the facies is controlled by Belt Island to the north and 
the Jurassic highlands to the west.
Rierdon deposition in the Missouri River headwaters 
basin took place in shallow marine oolite shoal and 
restricted lagoon environments. Minor amounts of 
evaporites may have been precipitated in intertidal 
lagoons. To the south of Montana, Rierdon equivalents 
consisted of evaporites, marginal marine deposits, and 
eolian sandstone.
A climatic change, presumably due to northward plate 
movement, which removed the western United States from a 
trade wind belt, and into the cooler, moister wind belt of 
the westerlies (Kocurek and Dott, 1983). Increased 
moisture essentially stopped carbonate production, and 
resulted in the creation or reactivation of stream drain­
ages, clastic deposition dominated. The shallower Oxfor­
dian sea continued deposition in the previously dominant, 
shoal/lagoon environment only where water was deep enough 
for its development. Within the study area. Rocky Canyon 
is the only section where it was that deep. In the 
remainder of the studied sections Swift sediments were
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deposited in water no deeper than shallow subtidal.
Swift Facies I sediments appear to be deposited in a 
simple transgression—regression sequence. Elsewhere in the 
Missouri River headwaters basin, the transgression contains 
a minor regression. Sections close to the topographic 
high, Belt Island, were not inundated until the trans­
gression following the minor regression. Finally, regres­
sive or progradational deposition occurred over the 
Missouri River headwaters basin.
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RIERDGN AND SWIFT DIAGENESIS 
INTRODUCTION
Previously published pétrographie studies pertaining 
to Rierdon (Meyers, 1980) and Swift (Brenner and Davies, 
1973) sediments in southwest Montana briefly describe the 
lithology of these formations. The diagenesis of either 
formation in this region is undescribed.
Diagenesis of the Rierdon sediments, most easily 
observed within the oosparite, oomicrite and biosparite 
lithologies, varies with the changes in the environment of 
deposition. Reactions involving introduction of meteoric 
water in the phreatic zone contrast sharply with reactions 
comprising marine connate or phreatic water (Bathurst,
1975; Schlanger, 1963; Friedman, 1964; Steinen and Mathews, 
1973; and Steinen, 1974).
The relatively simple sequence of diagenetic events in 
the Rierdon Formation is not mirrored by the diagenesis 
within the Swift Formation. Sandstone diagenetic reactions 
are a function of depositional environment, but also is 
highly dependent upon detrital mineralogy. Secondary 
porosity, the post — 1ithificat ion dissolution of grains or 
cement, appears to be a function of the volume of COg and 
organic acids produced by kerogen maturation. Generally, 
secondary porosity may occur in either sandstones or lime­
stones, but is limited within the Missouri River headwaters
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basin to the Swift sandstones, and rarely in Rierdon lime— 
Stones.
This diagenetic study, which started following the end 
of the 1984 field season, is limited to some extent by the 
sampling techniques. The rocks used for diagenetic study 
were primarily sampled for the purpose of observing 
petrographically, the grain mineralogy, roundness, sorting, 
and size. The petrography is reported in the previous 
st rat i graph i c section of this thesis. Much more detailed 
and strategically sampled rocks would facilitate a more 
thorough diagenetic study. However, the results detailed 
below are surprisingly complete given the above 
1 imitât ions.
METHODS OF INVESTIGATION
Over 100 thin sections of Rierdon and Swift rocks were 
analyzed petrographically for diagenetic texture and 
mineralogy using optical microscopy. Approximately 25 thin 
sections were stained with Alizarin Red S; and Alizarin Red 
S and 30 percent NaOH as prescribed by Warne (1962) for the 
segregation of carbonate minerals. Another 30 thin sec­
tions were ground, polished, and cemented with epoxy for 
cathodoluminescence study of clastic and carbonate detrital 
grains as well as the authigenic carbonate cements. The 
clay fractions (both <2 micrometer and (.5 micrometer 
fractions) of représentâtive sandstones were separated by
45
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cent r i f uge sed irnent at ion and analyzed using standard X—ray 
diffraction techniques (Jackson, 1956). Initially the 
smaller size fraction <<.5 micrometer) was used to posi­
tively separate detrital from authigenic clays, but little 
difference was observed between the two clay size 
diffraction patterns.
BURIAL HISTORY
Rierdon and Swift rocks in the Missouri River head­
waters basin were buried by an average of 2.6 kilometers, 
to a max imum of 3.4 km of pre—Cenozoic sediments (Skipp and 
Peterson, 1965). X—ray diffraction of the (.5 micrometer 
clay fraction taken from four different localities in the 
study area reveals no difference in the illite/smect ite 
percentage. This indicates sediments attained a uniform 
maximum temperature. It is assumed that burial depths and 
geothermal gradients are uniform within the confines of the 
st ud y bo und ary.
The illite/smect ite clays are interpreted to contain 
less than 10 percent expansable clay. Recent work by 
Jennings and Thompson (in press) in Colorado River Delta 
hydrothermal drill holes report 100 percent i11 itization at 
210 degrees centigrade. In addition, Thompson and Jennings 
(in review) report the loss of kaolinite at temperatures 
over 210 degrees centigrade. The 210 degree temperature 
was not attained in the study area because neither 100 
percent i11it i zat ion nor loss of kaolinite is observed. A
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figure of 200 degrees in the Rierdon and Swift rocks is 
more realistic for a maximum, although still possibly high, 
and is used in geothermal gradient calculations.
After deposition of the Swift Formation, marine sedi­
mentation ceased until late Early Cretaceous. Marine sedi­
ments were then deposited until the middle Late Cretaceous, 
at which time, equivalents to part of the Livingston Group 
were laid down (Skipp and Peterson, 1965). The Livingston 
eauivalents consist of lavas, breccias, tuffs, and volcani— 
elastics, and are the youngest Mesozoic sediments observed 
in the Missouri River headwaters basin.
Using the average thickness (2.6 km) of overlying 
sediments, a geothermal gradient of 77 degrees centi — 
grade/ki1ometer is calculated. If the maximum thickness 
(3.4 km) is used, the gradient lessens to about 60 
degrees/kilometer. If the geothermal gradient were a 
linear function, 100 degrees centigrade would be attained 
at 1.4 to 1.7 km burial, early in the sed i ment at i on 
history of the Livingston Group in Late Cretaceous. How­
ever, higher heat flow during the Late Cretaceous is indi­
cated by the large amount of volcanic sediments and igneous 
activity in this region. It is likely, therefore, that the 
100 degree figure was accomplished under deeper burial 
conditions and at a later time. It is assumed, however, 
that maximum burial and temperature of these surface out-
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crops was in the Late Cretaceous, immediately preceding 
Laramide uplift in latest Cretaceous and Early Tertiary 
t i me.
RIERDON DIAGENESIS
Rierdon rocks, as described in detail in the previous 
chapter, consist of sediments of a bimodal grain size, 
fine— to coarse—grained ooids, peloids, and calcareous 
invertebrate shells and columnals, contrasting with lime 
mud and shale. Petrographically observable diagenetic 
reactions within the fine— grained sediments are minimal, 
and confined to ntinor dissolution and neomorphism to micro- 
spar of micrite. For this reason, the emphasis of Rierdon 
diagenesis is placed upon the coarse— grained sediments.
Relative timing of diagenetic events is facilitated 
by use of diagenetic textures, including calcite 
cementation/dissolution, grain compaction, styloiite 
formation, chalcedony précipitât ion, and fracture filling 
by calcite.
The coarse— grained Rierdon sediments located at Rocky 
Canyon, Nixon Gulch, Sappington Canyon, Toston East, and 
Toston West differ markedly in their post depositional 
textures, and appear to correlate with lithologie facies 
changes. Rierdon diagenesis is primarily controlled by the 
presence or absence of intergranular micrite (See Table 4). 
Exposure to, and flushing by, meteoric ground water in the
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phreatic zone is of secondary importance.
Table 4
Micrite Cement
No Dissolution 
No Drusy Calcite 
Microstyloi it ization 
Styloi it ization
(meteoric water)
Dissolut ion 
Drusy Calcite 
No Microstylolitization 
Late Blocky Calcite 
No Stylolites
Soarite Cement 
(no meteoric water)
No Dissolution 
No Drusy Calcite 
Microstylolit ization 
Late Blocky Calcite 
No Stylolites
Facies I The oomicrites of Facies I at Nixon Gulch and 
Toston West, and the oosparite and oomicrite at Rocky 
Canyon all exhibit a similar diagenetic sequence. This 
group of rocks is characterized by varying stages of ooid 
micritization, lack of early 1ithification, and precementa— 
tion deformation of the ooids.
The absence of early cement apparently allowed grain— 
to—grain deformation and pressure solution during compaction 
(fig. 16). The pressures required for microstylolite form­
ation are as yet undetermined. The term microstylolite is 
used in this study to denote grain—to—grain deformation, where 
one or all grains may be deformed or dissolved at the 
contacts (fig. 17). Styloi it izat ion is defined, for the
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Figure 16— Oosparite from Rocky Canyon illustrating the 
absence of early drusy cement. (UXN, 100X)
Figure 17— Oosparite from Rocky Canyon, illustrating the 
abundance of microstyloi itization (grain pénétrâtion>. 
(UXN, 40X)
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purpose of this paper, as the pressure solution of both 
grains and cement or matrix. Schlanger (1964) reports post 
1ithification styloiite formation in a clay rich limestone 
which was buried by no more than 300 ft. of rock.
Conversely, Schlanger (1963) also described a coarse­
grained limestone at 4550 ft. at Eniwetok which showed only 
slight signs of intergranular penetration and no well- 
formed stylolites. The microstylolitization observed in 
the Rierdon rocks precedes stylolite formation, an obser­
vation indicating lower pressures, and shallower burial 
depths.
Early cementation, caused by subaerial exposure or 
flushing of meteoric water in the phreatic zone (Bathurst, 
1975), is absent from these three sections for differing 
reasons. As was previously hypothesized, the Rierdon and 
Swift sediments are not separated by an unconformity at 
Rocky Canyon. Theoretically, these sediments may not have 
been exposed to meteoric water until the progradat ion of 
the Morrison during the Late Oxfordian.
The oomicrites at Nixon Gulch and Toston West may 
have been exposed to post depositional meteoric water 
earlier (post Rierdon unconformity>, but the presence of a 
micrite matrix may prevent sufficient meteoric water flow 
to produce the dissolut ion—précipitât ion process described 
later. The absence of early cement, and the presence of 
intact (undissolved) mollusk shell fragments indicate that
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early cements of meteoric origin were not present.
Worth noting as well is the presence of radial- 
fibrous calcite ooids within the oomicrites. Ooids of this 
nature, described by Shearman <1370), were attributed to 
early, near surface, diagenesis, as he reports the radial 
fibrous layers were spalled off cleanly during compaction. 
Although the radial— fibrous rims are not spalled off in 
Rierdon sediments, they were microstyloi itized and deformed 
during compaction. The radial— fibrous rims formed before 
compaction, consistent with Shearman*s déterminât ion of 
early or near surface diagenesis. The absence of these 
ooids from Rierdon oosparites may be of significance, but 
the implications are unknown at this time.
Following microstyloiite formation. Facies I 
oosparites are cemented with dull luminescing blocky 
calcite pore filling. The origin of this cement is
unknown, but it* s dull luminescing nature is identical to
blocky calcite pore filling observed in Facies II and 
Facies III sediments. Clearly, a similar process is 
operating in all three facies at this stage. Stylolites 
observed in the oomicrites of Facies I do not occur in the
oosparites. It is apparent that the same pressures which
cause styloi it izat ion in oomicrites is not great enough to 
produce them in oosparites. This resistance to styloi it — 
ization may be a function of the cement grain size and the
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rigidity with which it cements the grains.
Post compaction, apparently tensional fractures 
cut through the Rocky Canyon oosparite and oomicrite, 
dividing compacted grains and cement. Cathodoluminescence 
of these veins portrays a complex cement history, 
indicating a fluctuating reducing water chemistry. Cutting 
both the veins, and compacted grains are stylolites (fig. 
18), concentrâting detrital grains, especially at Toston 
West and Nixon Gulch, where the detrital fraction is much 
higher than at Rocky Canyon.
Figure 18— Oomicrite from Nixon Gulch showing stylolites 
and detrital quartz grain accumulation along boundary.
(XN, 40X)
At Rocky Canyon, isolated dolomite rhombs are 
concentrated with the detrital grains along stylolite 
boundaries (fig. 19). It may be suggested that Mg+2 ions
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Figure 19— Rocky Canyon stylolite in oomicrite, note offset 
of calcite vein, and detrital grain and dolomite 
accumulation. (UXN, 40X)
mobilized during styloi itization resulted in the growth of 
dolomite within the Rierdon rocks. However, the presence 
of isolated dolomite rhombs within the intergranular 
micrite removed from the stylolites indicates a 
pre—styloiite growth.
The last Rierdon Facies I diagenetic event involves 
precipitation of traces of kaolinite within the residual 
pore space of the Rocky Canyon oosparite. It is worthwhile 
noting here, however, that the presence of kaolinite in a 
nearly pure limestone is contrary to some (Land, 1984) who 
advocate aluminum movement on the order of microns from a 
feldspar host. Vertically downward movement of aluminum at
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Rocky Canyon would be on the order of ten meters from the 
lowest observed feldspar grains, clearly a departure from 
Land’s <1984) theory.
Facies II- Contrasting with the carbonate diagenesis 
above is that observed in Facies II rocks (Sappington 
Canyon). Here, limestones are totally altered by dia— 
genetic processes and partially cemented before the grains 
undergo pressures which microstylolitized grains in Facies 
I.
Oosparites of this facies typically exhibit the 
leaching of mollusk shells, ooid nuclei, and small patches 
of the oolitic coating itself (fig. 20). Leaching of ara­
gonite from mollusk shells, ooid nuclei, and ooids is 
widely reported and attributed to dissolution by meteoric 
water (Bathurst, 1975; Schlanger, 1963; Friedman, 196#? 
Steinen and Mathews, 1973; and Steinen, 1974). Following 
dissolution, some of the micritic envelopes surrounding 
dissolved shell fragments are fractured or collapsed. In 
addition, a few ooids exhibit exfoliation of the oolitic 
coating, which probably was weakened by dissolution. 
Lithostatic pressure within the sediments on the envelopes 
and ooids is apparently responsible for the collapse and 
exfoliation. However, though lithostatic pressure may have 
caused the fracturing in Facies II rocks, microstylolites 
and strained ooids are not observed. This implies that the
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f
Figurée 20— Faciès II oosparite illustrating partial ooid 
dissolution. Note lack of microstyloi itisat ion. (UXN, 10X)
deformation described here occurred at a lower lithostatic 
pressure and earlier in the cementation history than the 
grain deformation observed in Facies I rocks.
Contemporaneous or immediately following the period of 
dissolution and fracturing is that of calcite re—precipita— 
t ion as drusy cement on grain boundaries (Bathurst, 1975), 
within both pore spaces and intragranular dissolution voids 
(fig. 21). Land (1967) hypothesizes that dissolution of 
aragonite is balanced by the precipitat ion of calcite, and 
may involve ion movement over distances of only a few 
millimeters. The drusy cement consists of two coexist ing 
grain sizes. The smallest, of about microspar size is
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Figure 21- Faciès II oosparite illustrating dissolution of 
ooid nuclei, and the presence of early drusy cement, note 
lack of grain interpenetration.
oriented with it^ s long axis perpendicular to the substrate 
grain boundary. Growing over this smallest size generation 
of cement and perpendicular to the grain boundary is a fine 
spar sized drusy cement. These two size cements are 
visible petrographically, however, under cathodolumin­
escence they become one bright 1y luminescing rind indicat­
ing they precipitated from low Eh pore water chemistries 
(Frank and others, 1982). The micrite rinds of fractured 
grains appear to be broken through the small drusy calcite, 
and healed with the larger drusy calcite.
Early calcite cementation is observed both at the 
surface, and in the vadose and phreatic meteoric water
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zones (Steinen, 1974; Bathurst, 1975). Surficial and
vadose cements commonly exhibit meniscus cement (McKee and 
Ward, 1983) and microstalagtites (Inden and Moore, 1983). 
Meniscus cement forms at grain contacts, and develops in 
sediments which are not saturated with water. The water 
clings to grains and tends to concentrate at grain 
contacts. During evaporation of the water, calcite is 
precipitated and forms a generally concave out boundary at 
the grain contacts. Microstalagtites form under similar 
conditions, but with gravity concentrât ing the water, and 
thus calcite cement underneath carbonate grains. Neither 
of these features are observed in Rierdon Facies II rocks. 
It is the lack of meniscus cement and microstalagtites 
which indicates that both dissolution and early cementation 
occurred in the meteoric water phreatic zone.
Pleistocene limestones typically retain about 20 
percent porosity following drusy cementation (Bathurst,
1975). Facies II limestones are similar, and contain 15—20 
percent porosity, following the early cementation. At 
Sappington Canyon this porosity is filled with a dull 
luminescing blocky calcite. An allochthonous source is 
suggested by Bathurst (1975), and implied here by its non- 
luminescing character, a distinct demarcation from the 
luminescing drusy cement.
It is thought here that early drusy cementation
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1ithified the Facies II sediments, preventing microstylo—
1it i zat ion and deformation of grains. The blocky, pore 
filling cement probably arrived later (post compactiona1), 
as implied by its characteristic dull luminescing nature. 
Dull luminescing pore filling cement is observed in unde— 
formed Facies II oosparites as well as in intergranular 
pores of deformed and microstylolitized oosparites in 
Facies I, indicating a similar origin, as well as timing 
its précipitât ion as post-microstyloi it i zat ion.
Facies III The diagenesis of the biosparite and bio— 
micrite of Facies III closely resembles that of the early 
stages of Facies II. Aragonite is dissolved and reprecip— 
itated as calcite. Minor hematite within the leached 
peloid voids may indicate a high Eh in the waters or alter­
ation of original pyrite. The luminescent signature of the 
reprecipitated cement is identical to that of.Facies II. 
Additionally, the blocky pore— filling cement is dull lumin­
escing as observed in Facies II and I oosparites.
Syntaxial overgrowths on the large number of crinoid 
fragments are volumetrically significant. The volume and 
extent of drusy calcite cement is greatly reduced in Facies 
III, balanced, or perhaps, exceeded by the volume of 
syntaxial calcite overgrowths. There appears to be prefer­
ential calcite précipitât ion on the crinoid fragments, as 
drusy calcite on one grain may be engulfed by syntaxial 
calcite of another (fig. 22). Pore space which would be
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Figure 22— Faciès III biosparite illustrating virtual 
absence of drusy cernent at echinoderm boundary (top), and 
the presence of drusy cement away form the echinoderm. 
(UXN, 100X)
filled with blocky calcite in Facies II is filled with the 
syntaxial calcite in Facies III. A smaller amount of pore 
space is left following drusy and syntaxial calcite growth 
than in Facies II, about 5 percent. This space is filled 
with non— 1uminescing calcite preicpitated after compaction 
as observed in Faces I and II. Compaction features are 
limited to some microstylolite formation within parts of 
the facies containing micrite as a matrix.
After compaction, another dissolution event occurred. 
The dissolution of ooids, ooid nuclei (fig- 23), and some 
syntax ial cement created secondary porosity which was
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Figure 23— Faciès III ooid showing dissolution of nucleus 
and cement, followed by chalcedony precipitation.(XN, 100X)
filled with length slow chalcedony. The presence of length 
slow chalcedony is shown, in some cases, to have close ties 
with evaporites (Folk and Pittman, 1973). Other evidence of 
evaporites in Facies III rocks is absent. The evaporite 
relationship may not be present here.
The origin of lower pH waters, that promote dissolu­
tion, and silica for chalcedony précipitât ion is unknown. 
This process is, however, similar to early dissolution and 
chalcedony precipitation events described in the following 
Swift diagenesis section.
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Table 5
Shallow to near surface
Increasing depth
Dissolution, precipitation, 
envelope fractures
Microstylolit i zat ion
Pore filling blocky calcite
Dissolution, chalcedony 
précipitât ion
Stylolit ization
Rierdon diagenesis is summarized in table 5 above.
The sequence of diagenetic events is dependent upon the 
presence or absence of a micrite matrix, and exposure to 
meteoric water in the phreatic zone. Early cementation 
apparently prevents the formation of microstylolites, but 
the dissolution process may subject the sediments to 
earlier compactional features. Stylolites are absent from 
oosparites and biosparites in all facies. Pressure 
solution occurs in the finer—grained micrite matrix rocks, 
inferring that the carbonate cement grain size may deter­
mine which rocks are stylolit ized.
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SWIFT SANDSTONE DIAGENESIS 
INTRODUCTION
Sandstone diagenesis, especially secondary porosity, 
the post—burial dissolution of grains or cement, has 
recently become a topic of considerable research. Impetus 
for the research is it’s economic importance to the oil 
industry, and the geologist’s ability to predict zones of 
secondary porosity or the preservation of porosity through 
the diagenetic sequence. Many recent studies (see 
references cited below) result from an examination 
of well core and formation waters of a producing well or 
field. By contrast, this paper involves the study of 
surface outcrop with the absence of formation fluids. In 
addition. Swift sandstone oil production does not occur 
within the southwest Montana region. Yet, the Swift sand­
stones contain many of the same diagenetic features illus­
trated elsewhere. Evidence of oil migration within the 
Swift Formation in the study area is rare. Therefore, 
Swift diagenesis and secondary porosity where hydrocarbon 
migration is minimal, can be contrasted to diagenesis and 
secondary porosity, within producing fields, which are 
related to high levels of oil migration.
Sandstone diagenesis in the Swift Formation, like 
Rierdon diagenesis, is partly a function of depositional 
environment. Poor sandstone porosity or permeability can,
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to a large degree, limit or eliminate post depositional 
geochemical reactions between pore fluids, detrital grains, 
and authigenic cements. Diagenesis of those sandstones 
with good porosity and permeability at the time of 
deposition is then dependent upon detrital mineralogy and 
the chemistry of fluids which flow through them. Secondary 
porosity, present to a limited degree in Swift sandstones, 
is determined by the detrital mineralogy, authigenic 
cements, and the volume of COg and organic acids produced 
during kerogen maturation.
Major diagenetic events occurring in Swift sandstones 
are, in the order of their occurrence; pyrite/hematite, 
quartz, and calcite precipitation, dolomite formation, 
stylolit ization, dissolution, kaolinite précipitât ion, and 
hydrocarbon migration. Although all events may not occur 
in each rock, the textural interre1at ionships found within 
the studied thin sections allow the observer to create a 
logical series of events which apply to the Swift sand­
stones within the study area.
DETRITAL MINERALOGY
A detailed quantitative description of detrital com­
ponents of the Swift sandstones within the study area is 
presented in Appendix B. To summarize those data using 
Folks* (1974) classification, the sandstones include almost 
90 percent chert litharenites and 10 percent sublith—
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arenites.
Quartz grains are almost totally monocrystaline, 
having straight to undulose extinctions. Detrital quartz 
content ranges from 5 percent to 70 percent of the rock, 
including quartz overgrowths. Detrital quartz grains are 
usually well rounded, becoming more angular with decreasing 
grain size. Monocrystaline quartz grains are limited to 
size fractions of medium sand or smaller. The upper limit 
is attributed to the pre—recycling grain size of the 
Quadrant sandstone grains. A trace of polycrystaline 
quartz may be observed, most the result of chalcedony 
converting to megaquartz.
Rock fragments (chert, phosphate fragments, and 1ith ic 
fragments) are common throughout the study area, varying 
from 5 percent to 70 percent of some rocks. Lithie frag­
ments are generally siltstone or shale. Chert and phospha— 
tic rock fragments, derived from the Phosphoria Formation, 
are often coarser than quartz grains in the medium—to— 
coarse grained sandstone. Chert also comprises the pebble 
to boulder sized clasts in the conglomerates.
Feldspars contribute a minor or trace amount of the 
detrital fraction. Microcline and untwinned K—spar are 
much more common than plagioclase. Microc1ine and K—spar 
are usually in an unaltered form, while plagioclase often 
is degraded by diagenesis.
Shell fragments, echinoderm skeletal fragments, and
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caIcareous worm tubes can be important framework grains in 
the Swift sandstone. Rocks usually consist of about 5 
percent of these grains. Oyster shell fragments are the 
most common, and may raise this fraction to 30 percent of 
the rock.
Muscovite, glauconite, and accessory minerals, usually 
make up less than 5 percent of the rock. Glauconite is the 
most common of these, usually contributing 2—3 percent of 
the rock.
Calcareous fragments are also observed. Rare ooids, 
most broken or abraded, indicate recycling from the Rierdon 
Formation. Micritic peloids, and micritic intraclasts are 
also present, their origin is uncertain.
AUTHIGENIC MINERALS 
Si 1ica— Authigenic silica is present as quartz 
overgrowths, quartz v'eplacement, and chalcedony. Syntax ial 
quartz overgrowths are common in sands of fine to medium 
grains sizes, many forming euhedral faces where growth 
occurred in pore space. Inherited quartz overgrowths from 
a previous sedimentary cycle are present. Distinction 
between inherited and in—situ overgrowths is difficult when 
grains are surrounded by a carbonate or clay matrix. 
Multiple euhedral quartz overgrowths are rarely observed, 
and are interpreted as in— situ textures. At least two 
pulses of quartz replacement of mollusk shells are identi—
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f i ed (f i g. 24), supporting this hypothesis.
'  ' : ' N  ' ■
v̂Hsms- • - "4'* -
Figure 24- Quartz replacement of mollusk shell illustrating 
at least two pulses of quartz replacement. (XN, 10OX)
Some grains "floating" in calcite at Maudlow do 
exhibit euhedral hexagonal crystals. These quartz 
overgrowths, unique to the study area, also contain a ring 
of carbonate inclusions adjacent to the original detrital 
grain boundary within the overgrowth. Other grains at 
Maud low, including those up section, exhibit euhedral 
multiple overgrowths, that is two or three stages of silica 
precipitation separated by dust rims.
Quartz also occurs as a replacement mineral of oyster 
shell fragments. The replacement is confined to shell 
grain boundaries. Where it has not replaced the whole
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she11 fragment, the quartz crystal often has a euhedral 
boundary. Traces of the original shell material are still 
visible within the quartz crystals.
Chalcedony, like authigenic quartz is usually confined 
to medium to coarse sandstone. Much of it, as observed in 
Rierdon Facies III, is length slow. In addition to 
occupying intergranular space, chalcedony also occupies 
apparent voids in oyster shell fragments. Shell material 
is not incorporated into the chalcedony. Although the 
original shell' outline is often preserved, the chalcedony 
sometimes continues growing out of the original shell 
boundary.
Calcite— Calcite cement is almost ubiquitous within Swift 
sandstone. Calcite content ranges from 0 percent to 40 percent, 
generally decreasing up section. Crystal sizes range from 
microspar to blocky, pore— filling calcite. Although only a 
limited number of slides were studied under the 
cathodolurninoscope, the cementation history may be very 
complex, often varying within a particular outcrop, and 
especially between sections.
In addition to its function as a pore filler, calcite 
replaces a few grains, and fills fractures and veins.
These textural r e 1at ionships suggest that there are several 
stages of calcite cementation, but their sequence of form­
ation is often difficult to interpret.
D o 1omite- Two stages of dolomite formation are
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observed within the Swift sandstones. The earlier, in 
trace to minor volumes, occupies the dissolved rim of 
mollusk shells later filled with chalcedony. This clear 
dolomite also appears to have replaced the outer rims of 
grains within the same thin section, especially chert 
grains.
The later episode of dolomitisation consists of 
medium to coarse sand sized, zoned—ferroan dolomite usually 
replacing calcite cement. These rhombohedral grains con­
tain zones outlined by 1imonite, often with a clear dolo­
mite core. Ferroan dolomite is ubiquitous in Swift sand­
stones, but is rarely observed in the upper foreshore 
sediments. Its occurrence increases up section, but then 
decreases rapidly in fine—grained backshore sediments.
Clavs— Optical petrography indicates, and x-ray dif­
fraction confirms, the presence of illite/smect ite and 
kaolinite. I11ite/smectite, consisting of less than 10 
percent expandable clay, occupies a varied number of posi­
tions within the Swift sandstones. Limited to sands which 
contain a mud or clay matrix, and relatively high percent­
ages of lithic fragments, illite/smect ite forms rare grain 
coatings, and small high biréfringent laths within silt- 
stone and shaley fragments.
Kaolinite, usually in the form of small colorless 
books, occupies secondary pores. Kaolinite, unlike
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illite/smect ite, is not confined to sandstones containing a 
clay matri X on lithic fragment s. However, when a clay 
matrix is present, the kaolinite may fill the centers of 
previously clay— filled pores. Color grades from yellowish 
brown clay around the pore, to very light yellow— brown 
kaolinite in the center.
Hematite/Pvrite— Authigenic hematite and pyrite is 
ubiquitous within the Swift Formation. Hematite often 
appears to be a weathering product of pyrite. Authigenic 
hematite occurs as fine grain coatings, as larger crystals 
are pseudomorphed after gypsum, and as larger aggregates 
filling pore space. Pyrite is usually much finer—grained 
than hematite; it also may partially coat grains, and is 
often found in larger aggregates within calcareous rocks.
PIAGENESIS
Swift sandstone d iagenet ic events are graphically 
depicted in figure 25. All diagenetic processes discussed 
below are found in most Facies I, II, III, and V sediments; 
when not observed in Swift rocks, the exceptions are noted. 
Facies IV differs from the others by its clay matrix and is 
dealt with separately at the end.
Hemat ite/Pvrite— In Facies V sediments at Francis and 
Maudlow, hematite coats quartz overgrowths, replaces gypsum 
crystals, and coats early calcite cement. At Francis,
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SURFACE
INCREASING  
BURIAL DEPTH
Figure üb— Observed diagenet ic events within the Swift 
sandstone in the Missouri River headwaters basin. 
Positions are relative, and burial depth is inferred.
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pyrite occurs just 20cm below hematite, implying a sharp 
boundary between oxidation and reduction of sediments. The 
gypsum crystals, later replaced by hematite, found at 
Francis grew shortly after sediment deposition. Their 
euhedral faces indicate growth before calcite cementation. 
Hematite which replaces gypsum probably is related to the 
same hematite source which coats quartz overgrowths. Else­
where, hematite and pyrite are scattered through the rocks. 
Much of this hematite appears to be the result of oxidation 
of original pyrite, probably a surface weathering process.
The source of iron is unknown, but sections at 
Deer Park, Maudlow, and Francis are more iron rich than 
other sections, perhaps implying a source from the Belt 
Island area. High O2 pressure at the earth’s surface 
causes most iron released by weathering to be precipitated 
as hematite or 1imonite (Blatt, 1979). Red siItstones and 
shales in the overlying Morrison Formation indicate that 
oxidized iron was plentiful within the study area. The 
same fluids which released iron to the Morrison Formation 
may be responsible for hematite and pyrite in the Swift as 
well. Pyrite is formed in low Eh water, perhaps as the 
result of the oxidation of organic matter, or where water 
circulation is limited.
Si 1ica— Early précipitât ion of silica occurs as syn­
t a x  i a 1 overgrowths (fig. 26), quartz replacement of mollusk 
shells (fig. 27), and chalcedony précipitât ion in early
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Figure 26- Syntaxial quartz overgrowths on detrital quart: 
grains. Note the overgrowths are euhedral where quartz 
grew into free pore space. (UXN, 40X>
Figure 27- Quartz replacement of mollusk shell, not 
preservation of original shell texture. (XN, 100X)
e the
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dissolution voids (fig. 30). It is implied that, in Swift 
sandstones; silica précipitât ion occurred in the same time 
span. That is, the same pore fluids produced the three 
observed silica precipitates. In rocks where early calcite 
or detrital clay is not present, quartz is the first cement 
precipitated.
Precipitat ion of authigenic cement requires many pore 
volumes of water oversaturated with that mineral to 
precipitate it as cement. Restriction of permeability by 
clay, occluding pore space, appears to prevent observable 
quartz overgrowths from preci pitat ing. Stonecipher, Winn, 
and Bishop (1984^) note an inverse relationship between 
quartz overgrowths and detrital clay or deformable lithic 
clasts. This same relationship is observed in Swift sand­
stones. In addition to occlusion of pore space, it is 
suggested that clay competes for dissolved silica with 
quartz overgrowths, preventing their précipitâtion (Stone- 
cipher, Winn, and Bishop 1984). For these reasons, quartz 
overgrowths are absent from Facies IV rocks, and small 
areas in others which contain a large amount of detrital 
clay.
Silica précipitât ion in Facies I, II, and III rocks 
precedes both styloiite formation and pore filling calcite 
precipitation (fig. 26). Where styloiites and quartz 
replacement of mollusk shell occurs, the styloiites are
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prevented from further growth by the pre—existencs of 
quartz within the mollusk shell. Syntaxial quartz over­
growths are observed in Facies I, II, and III sandstones. 
Where overgrowth occurred in pore space, the crystal face 
is euhedral. The remaining pore space is filled with 
blocky calcite. Suturing of quartz grains is absent from 
sandstones which are cemented in this fashion.
Isolated quartz grains exhibiting euhedral syntaxial 
quartz overgrowths with carbonate inclusions are present in 
Facies V sandstones (fig. 28). Frequently, grains with 
these overgrowths are stressed, and the overgrowths are 
sutured (fig. 29), clearly a post overgrowth feature.
Figure 28- Facies V quartz grain exhibiting carbonate 
inclusions w-ithin quartz overgrowth. (UXN, 40X)
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Figume 29— Facies V quartz grain with carbonate inclusions 
and quartz overgrowth. Note that sutured quartz grain 
(1eft > penetrates both quart z and carbonate. (XN, 40X)
Chalcedony precipitates within the dissolution voids 
mollusk shell fragments (fig. 30). Dissolution occurs 
after early calcite cementation, as some of the calcite is 
dissolved with the mollusk shell material. Prior to 
chalcedony précipitât ion, a rind of clear, non— ferroan 
dolomite lines the mollusk grain in the void (fig. 31>, but 
no other crosscutting relationships are present. It is 
however, highly unlikely that voids would be retained for 
any length of time following dissolution. In addition, the 
same low pH pore fluids which dissolved the calcite could 
precipitate the chalcedony. Why the voids are filled with
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Figure 30— Chalcedony précipitât ion within dissolution void 
created in both mollusk grain and cement. (XN, 40X)
Figure 31- Same photo as above, under uncrossed nichols. 
Note remains of original shell outline, top. Boundary of 
undissolved grain contains dolomite growth. (UXN, 40X)
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chalcedony and not quants on chent is pnodlernat ical, but 
may nelate to the absence of nucléation sites in the voids, 
in addition to othen unknown chemical panametens.
The sounce of silica in solution is a pnoblem, and 
the subject of much spéculât ion. Sounces such as amonphous 
silica in spicules and pnessune solution of quantz gnains 
ane neithen pnesent, non applicable to eanly quantz pneci— 
pitat ion in this study. A source such as silica dust is 
volumetnically insignificant.
Gulf Coast studies (Land, 1984; Moncune, Lanahan, and 
Siebent, 1984) suggest the silica may be derived from the 
smectite to i11ite transformât ion. Blatt (1979) reports 
that this silica may not migrate more than a meter on so 
out of the shale source. In addition, the Gulf Coast 
studies require a ratio of 20:1 or 10:1, shale to sand­
stone, to produce enough silica from the i11ite/smectite 
clay reaction. There are no interbedded shales within the 
Swift Formation. Morrison Formation shales and siItstones 
immediately overly the Swift, but average only fifty feet 
in thickness, barely a 1 to 1 ratio at most locations.
There is no apparent relationship between proximity to the 
Morrison and silica précipitât ion, a relationship which 
might be expected if the Morrison were the source.
Finally, there is some question that the smectite to illite 
transformat ion occurred at the time of silica precipitat ion 
in this case. Although isotopic data are not available,
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the temperatures of formation may have been considerably 
less than 100 degrees centigrade, at the peak of the 
smectite to i11ite reaction (Land, 1984).
Blatt (1979) proposes what may be the best source of 
early silica précipitât ion for the Swift sandstones. He 
theorizes that silica is precipitated at very shallow 
burial depths by vertically circulating meteoric waters. 
Précipitât ion at greater depths may be hindered by an 
increase in quartz solubility with increasing temperature 
and hydrostatic pressure. Early quartz cementation re­
quires a fluid less concentrated in dissolved silica than 
is required at depth, a relationship which may make shallow 
burial precipitat ion of silica more probable.
It is shown above, that silica précipitât ion occurred 
early in Swift diagenesis. Clearly it may not be a surface 
process, as it occurs after early calcite précipitât ion. 
However, its association with hematite, and its occurrence 
before stylolite growth or quartz grain suturing indicate 
that it is not a deep burial process. Logically, then, 
circulation of surface waters to a shallow depth, at Blatt 
proposes, is applicable to this study.
Calcite- Calcite cement is reported by many authors 
to precipitate from surface to deep burial depths. CaCOs 
solubility, unlike silica, generally decreases with depth 
of burial (loss of CO2 in pore fluids). In addition.
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dissolved carbonate is primarily present in the form of 
ions (HCO3) (CO3 ) and Ca+2 plus the molecule H2CO3
(Blatt, 1979). Diagenetic reactions with respect to car­
bonate are further complicated by calcite’s sensitivity to 
changes in pH (unlike silica), and a reduced resistance to 
pressure solution with depth. The interaction between 
temperature, I ithostat ic pressure, CDs pressure, pH, ionic 
concentrât ions, and other factors make the timing and 
physical/chemical parameters of carbonate précipitât ion 
difficult to predict.
Swift sandstones contain at least three observable 
calcite précipitât ion events. The first is a pre—quartz 
overgrowth and hematite event observed primarily in the 
upper foreshore sediments at Maudlow and Sappington Canyon 
(fig. 28). A second précipitât ion event consists of blocky 
calcite, which is post quartz and hematite, and acts as a 
pore filling cement (fig. 22). Final calcite precipitat ion 
heals fractures in detrital grains, and fills veins. 
Fracturing of grains and creation of veins is interpreted 
to be the result of tectonic stress during uplift and 
folding of the Laramide Orogeny.
Although other pore water properties may be unknown, 
cathodoluminescence may allow the geologist to distinguish 
fluctuating or varying Eh/pH conditions in calcite cements 
precipitated from those waters (Grover and Read, 1983). The 
activator ion in calcite is Mn̂ -**, while Fe^'*’ quenches
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Figure 32— Calcite as pore filling cement, note euhedral 
quartz overgrowths. (UXN, 100X)
luminescence in calcite (Nickel, 1978). In waters of 
positive to high positive Eh, manganese and iron are in 
their insoluble oxidized form (Mn3+, Mn4+ Fe3+), unable to 
replace calcium in CaCÛ3 lattice. This situation results 
in a non— luminescent calcite cement. Lowering of Eh or pH 
may result in reducing manganese to its soluble Mn^+ state 
(fig. 23), and ionic replacement in CaCOg, producing a 
bright luminescent signature. Further reduction of Eh or 
pH reduces iron to its soluble Fe2+ state (fig. 33), and 
upon substitution may result in a dull luminescent cement.
Calcite is the first cement precipitated in Swift 
sandstones. At Sappington Canyon and Maudlow, this cement
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Figure 33- Eh-pH diagram for ions and hydroxides of iron 
and manganese. Note that for a falling Eh, or decreasing 
pH, manganese is in the reduced form before iron, allowing 
manganese to theoretically substitute for calcium before 
iron. Modified from Krauskopf <1979).
is prominently displayed under cathodoluminescence. Within 
Sappington Canyon sands, progressive reduction of pore 
water produces a noh— 1uminescent, to bright, to dull cemen—
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tat ion sequence predicted by Carpenter and Oglesby (1976). 
Cementation began in the meteoric phreatic zone as 
evidenced by the large number of dissolved and partly 
dissolved mollusk grains. Diagenesis here is similar to 
that interpreted for Facies II of the Rierdon Formation. 
Dissolution of aragonite probably provided the bulk of 
early most non— 1uminescent cement which precipitates under 
oxidizing conditions. Reduction of pore waters, either 
through increased use of oxygen or poor circulation, 
created the brightly luminescing calcite zones. Continued 
reduction of pore water reduced iron, allowing it to sub­
stitute for Ca+^ in CaCOs, and produced the final dull 
luminescing calcite cement.
First stage calcite cements at other localities are 
not zoned, but do luminesce moderately. These sediments 
also rarely contain dissolved grains, indicating an 
isolation from phreatic water. This early cement is in­
terpreted as being derived from reduced marine pore water.
Second stage calcite cementation, following quartz and 
hematite, is generally non— luminescent. Observed most 
easily in uppermost foreshore to lower backshore sediments, 
this calcite acts as a pore filler, following syntaxial 
euhedral quartz overgrowth. Its non— luminescent nature is 
the result of oxidizing pore water. A high positive Eh may 
have resulted from the termination of organic decay which
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lowered Eh during first stage calcite cementat ion.
Hematite cement immediately preceding second stage calcite 
précipitât ion in some sections is evidence of a high Eh 
prior to calcite cementation.
Third stage calcite precipitation consists of unzoned 
moderately luminescing and zoned bright to moderately 
luminescing calcite in veins. Grain fractures are filled 
with unzoned, moderately luminescing calcite. Veins which 
cut all diagenetic events before kaolinite précipitât ion 
consist of a complex series of zoned bright to moderately 
luminescing calcite. The zoning probably results from the 
fluctuation of pH or the availability of Fe+2 or Mg"*"2, 
chemical fluctuations which are beyond the scope of this 
report.
Sources of calcite for cementation under such varied 
d iagenet ic conditions are diverse. Surface to shallow 
burial calcite may be derived from dissolution of aragonite 
grains. As Land (1984) theorized, this results in a redis­
tribution of carbonate within the sediments.
Calcite precipitated at shallow to medium burial 
depths may be derived from stylolites (Dunnington, 1967), 
pressure solution (Mimran, 1977), loss of COg in pore water 
(increasing pH) during burial (Blatt, 1979; Land, 1984), or 
dissolution of calcareous microfossils within adjacent 
shales (Land, 1984), The non— luminescent signature of this 
cement may indicate the source is from downward traveling
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meteoric water, which has lost C0£ due to temperature 
increase.
Those sources requiring pressure solution may be more 
applicable to third stage cementation, under deeper burial 
and greater pressures. Pressure solution and dissolution 
from adjacent shales would require an upward mass transfer 
from either the Rierdon limestone or shales. Evidence for 
upward mass transfer is not observed in Swift sandstones, 
but may be present. The overlying Morrison Formation 
shales and siItstones are terrestrial, and do not contain 
observable calcareous shells at outcrop. It is more 
probable then that third stage calcite sources are from 
within the Swift sandstone, or the Rierdon Formation below.
A proposed source for additional carbonate at depth 
is dissolution during creation of secondary porosity 
(Schmitt and McDonald, 1379). Interaction from below would 
have to occur with fluids passing through the bedded cherts 
of the Phosphoria Formation, surely an improbable scenario 
due to very small permeability values in bedded cherts. 
Dissolved calcite from secondary porosity generation within 
the Swift sandstone should be accounted for. However, 
tracing the path of this small amount of calcite with 
pétrographie methods is next to impossible.
Dolomite— Ferroan dolomite forms in Swift sandstones 
at moderate burial depths. The dolomitization process is
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generally a replacement of earlier calcite grains and 
cement (fig. 34), but is also observed replacing glauconiti 
grain boundaries within clay matrix sandstones.
Figure 34— Replacement dolomite, right center. Note 
original calcite grain boundary and dolomite rhomb are 
bounded by dark iron zones. (UXN, 100X)
Timing of the dolomite formation is somewhat^ problem­
atical. Dolomite rhombs are observed protruding into 
secondary porosity voids, rarely with any indication of 
dissolution. Although dolomite is sometimes associated 
with secondary porosity voids, the large majority of it is 
not. Dolomite is found in rocks which contain no secondary 
porosity voids (Facies IV). It is the author’s opinion 
then, that, secondary porosity voids do not act as conduits 
for dispersal of dolomit izing fluids.
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Kaolinite formed after dissolution of secondary 
porosity is often oriented perpendicular to the dolomite 
crystal surface, an indication the protruding rhomb was 
present before kaolinite précipitât ion. Kaolinite precipi­
tation is sensitive to changes in pH and is observed to 
occur in the Gulf Coast at mean pH’s of 5.3-6.0 (Franks and 
Forrester, 1984). It follows then, that an increase in pH 
following calcite dissolution should precipitate kaolinite 
before either calcite or dolomite. It is theorized that 
dolomite formed before dissolution, but was apparently 
unaffected by the acidic dissolution fluids.
Late ferroan dolomite is a common authigenic mineral, 
and is reported to occur before dissolution in the Gulf 
Coast by Louchs et al (1984) and Franks and Forrester 
(1984). Franks and Forrester (1984) suggest that the iron 
and magnesium required for dolomite formation is derived 
from the transformat ion of iron and magnesium rich smectite 
to illite. As is described in the secondary porosity 
section, these reactions occur above the Swift sandstone, 
the products of which are expelled into the Swift creating 
secondary porosity and kaolinite précipitât ion. Iron and 
magnesium transfer to the Swift appears to be a precursor 
to these later events.
Extraformational illite—smectite may not be the only 
source of these ions. Dolomite which forms within glaucon-
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ite grain boundaries at Toston East may be receiving iron 
and magnesium ions from reactions within the glauconite 
grain itself. X—ray diffraction of sandstones containing 
dolomite not associated with glauconite reveal the exis­
tence of smectite— i11ite as well. These intraformational 
clays may contribute ions too, but more quantitative data 
regarding the volume of clays and their expelled ions are 
needed to determine their significance.
The correlation of intraformational clay and dolomite 
appears to be-well developed. Coarser grained upper fore­
shore beds rarely contain ferroan dolomite. These well 
sorted sediments also do not contain authigenic 
i11ite/smect ite clay growth, and a reduced number of lithic 
fragments from those in the backshore. Alternatively, the 
absence of dolomite from these sediments might be explained 
by the lack of porosity. These sediments appear to be well 
cemented with calcite, although no porosity or permeability 
data are available to support this. Obviously, if fluid 
movement is reduced or curtailed, ion movement is curtailed 
as well. Finally, because the source of dolomitizing 
fluids is from above, the fluids and ions may be exhausted 
by the time these fluids pass through the sometimes 
extensive backshore and upper most foreshore sediments.
Secondarv Porosity— The greatest advance within the 
last ten years in sandstone diagenesis is the recognition 
of secondary porosity. Originally thought to involve only
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carbonate dissolution, it is now understood to include 
feldspars and rock fragment dissolution as well (Schmidt 
and McDonald, 1979; McBride, 1980).
Secondary porosity in Swift sandstones involves the 
dissolution of carbonate cement and plagioclase grains. 
Dissolution voids are observed in intergranular calcite 
cement, rare remnants of plagioclase grains exist, while K— 
feldspar grains appear to be untouched. Dissolution is 
observed in all localities except Toston East and West, 
where clays cement detrital grains.
The volume of secondary porosity voids varies 
within a measured section. Although secondary porosity is 
estimated (no point counts), it appears to increase up 
section, where it may dissolve 5—6 percent of the grains and 
cement, mostly intergranular patches. Lower in the sec­
tions, in upper foreshore sediments, elastics make up less 
of the framework grains, more calcite cement is present and 
dissolution is in larger patches. Still dissolution 
affects only about 1-3 percent of the rock. This relationship 
infers that the source of dissolving fluids is from the 
overlying Morrison Formation.
The processes and chemical reactions which create 
secondary porosity are thought to rely on expulsion of CO2 
and organic acids from thermally maturing kerogen in shales 
(decarboxylation). CO2 and organic acids, when dissolved
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in an aqueous solution, are capable of dissolving carbonate 
and silicates (Surdham et al, 1984; Siebert et al, 1964). 
Siebert et al (1984) report a sequential order to silicate 
dissolution, with those containing the more active Ca"̂ "*" 
cation dissolving first. Therefore, dissolved plagioclase 
remnants may be in contact with more stable unaltered K— 
feldspar.
Recent studies show that under laboratory conditions, 
carboxylic and dicarboxylic acids are capable of plagio­
clase dissolution (Surdham et al, 1984). Surdham et al 
(1984) also report that these organic acids exist in 
formation waters in sufficient concentrât ions to react with 
carbonates and silicates.
Gulf Coast studies (Franks and Forester, 1984) report a 
large increase in the COg content of formation gases at 100 
degrees centigrade (fig. 35); at which point there exists a 
direct correlation with a rapid increase in total porosity 
in associated sandstones.
Secondary porosity is of no real economic value if 
the porosity is not preserved until hydrocarbons migrate 
into the pore space. Workers dealing with dissolution of 
silicates and the removal of Al3+ from the system rely on 
complexing of the aluminum with organic acids to increase 
aluminum solubility and prevent kaolinite précipitât ion in 
the pores (Siebert et al, 1984; Surdham et al, 1984).
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Figure 35- Relative yield of gas from organic matter in 
fine grained sediments. No data are available as to a 
relationship between these two sources and organic acid 
production. Both types are, however, capable of producing 
organic acids. (Surdham and others, 1984)
Organic acids derived from shales may complex aluminum 
from feldspars within the source shales. To prevent this, 
Siebert et al (1964) call upon the smect ite-i11ite trans­
formation, an aluminum consuming process, to react with 
Al3+ before it is complexed with organic acids. It has 
been shown that the peak smectite to illite process occurs
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near the 100 degree centigrade isotherm (Siebert et al,
1984; Land, 1984). This process also expels water which may 
be used to dissolve CO2 and organic acids and transport 
them from the shale system. In this way, the solubility of 
fll^’*’ will remain high, and by complexing with organic acids 
during feldspar dissolution in sandstones may increase the 
solubility to two or three orders of magnitude over the 
solubility of Al̂ *** in water (Surdham et al, 1984). This 
process allows dissolution of silicates and removal of Al'*'*' 
from the system,- thereby preserving the dissolution voids.
The aluminum eventually reacts with silica to form 
kaolinite. Surdham et al (1984) suggest that fluctuations 
in pH may destabilize the aluminum complexes resulting in 
kaolinite precipitation. If this occurs early, kaolinite 
may precipitate within the secondary porosity voids. If 
precipitation is delayed, it may not occur until after 
A 1+3is removed from the dissolution system.
The origin of hydrogen ions, COg, and organic acids) 
for the Swift sandstones is unknown. Source rocks are 
sparse to absent in Swift sandstones. Dissolution patterns 
indicate a stratigraphically higher source. Marine shales 
are at least 30 meters up section, and coals (humic source) 
are not observed or reported.
Given that a source is difficult to locate, the gener­
ation of hydrocarbons, COg and organic acids are greatly 
reduced from the volumes observed in studies of producing
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fields. Kerogen source shale to sand ratios of 10:1 or 
£0:1 used in the Gulf Coast (Land, 1984; Moncure et al,
1984; Siebert et al, 1984) are clearly not present in the 
Perfwian, Jurassic, or Early Cretaceous of southwestern 
Montana, yet secondary porosity features are observed, 
similar to those with larger ratios. Porosity enhancements 
of up to 12 percent rock volume (Land, 1984) are halved in 
Swift sandstones, primarily a function of available kerogen 
for thermal maturation.
The reduced amount of COg and organic acids generated 
and migrated to Swift sandstones may explain several 
deviations from the studies cited above. The primary dif­
ference is the fact that kaolinite fills the secondary 
solution voids in Swift sandstones (fig. 36). Although 
some kaolinite is observed in lower Rierdon limestones and 
in upper foreshore Swift sandstones, the bulk of the 
kaoUnite remained within centimeters of dissolved plaglo­
ci ase grains contained in the backshore Swift Formation 
sediments.
If, as cited above, Al3+ mobility is dependent upon 
coraplexing with organic acids, then the lack of mobility 
may depend upon the scarcity of organic acids. In 
addition, destabilization of aluminum complexes may occur 
through an increase in pH, causing kaolinite precipitation. 
Indeed, an increase in pH sometime before kaolinite
93
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Figure 36— Kaolinite filling secondary pore space. Note 
kaolinite grows perpendicular to remnant calcite, quartz, 
and dolomite (upper left). (UXN, 100X)
precipitation is indicated by the minor dissolution of 
quartz overgrowths surrounding secondary pores (fig. 36). 
The increase in pH may logically be explained by the 
exhaustion of available hydrogen ions during reaction with 
calcite and plagioclase. The relatively small amount of 
hydrogen ions migrated to the Swift sandstone would be used 
up rather quickly, perhaps too quickly for the complexed 
molecules to be flushed from the sandstones. An alterna­
tive explanation for quartz dissolution is the increase in 
solubility of quartz with increasing temperature 
(Krauskopf, 1977).
. The fate of dissolved carbonate is somewhat nebulous.
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Pr'ecipitat ion of this carbonate within secondary porosity 
pores is not observed. Partially altered plagioclase 
grains are healed with calcite, and may indicate re— 
precipitation of some of this calcite. It is theorized, 
however, that most of the carbonate was flushed from the 
sandstone. If kaolinite is precipitated due to an increase 
in pH, then perhaps it precipitates before calcite. Franks 
and Forester (1984) report that the mean pH of pore fluids 
precipitating kaolinite is 5.3—6.0 at 100 degrees centi­
grade and 350 bars fluid pressure. Neutral pH at 100 
degrees centigrade is approximately 6.1, indicating that 
calcite would precipitate after kaolinite in a system of 
gradually increasing pH. If pH increases in dissolution 
fluids, due to use of H'*' ions during the dissolution 
process, kaolinite may be precipitated in the pore space. 
Dissolved calcite may then be transported from the system, 
to precipitate at a time when pH increased to higher 
levels.
Because the secondary porosity voids are not preserved 
due to kaolinite précipitât ion, it's use as a reservoir 
rock in the study area is severely limited. It is, 
however, worth noting that if recent theories cited here 
hold true, an increase in hydrocarbon production would tend 
to preserve the secondary pores, and in essence, create 
it’s own reservoir.
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Secondary porosity summary— Secondary porosity is 
created with the 'flow of carbonic and organic acids through 
the Swift sandstones* These downward flowing solvents 
dissolve calcite and plagioclase, apparently leaving K— 
feldspar and dolomite untouched in their paths. The 
organic source of these acids is a problem, but their 
generation at or above 100 degrees centigrade is well 
documented in the literature. The progression of 
dissolution continually uses up the limited volume of 
hydrogen ions, increasing pH within the fluid. With in­
creasing pH, and the increased solubility of quartz at 
these temperatures, quartz grains adjacent to secondary 
pores undergo minor etching. If observed pH*s in the Gulf 
Coast can be applied here, then kaolinite began precipitat­
ing within the range of 5.3—6.0. Dissolved carbonate con­
tinued on it* s path through the system, the bulk of it 
expelled from the Swift sandstone.
Clavs— Authigenic clays are a volumetric minor part 
of Swift sandstones. However, as is detailed above, 
kaolinite plays a primary role in the interpretation of 
diagenetic processed involving secondary porosity. the 
smectite to illite transformation plays an equally 
important role in documenting the thermal history of the 
sediments. The <10 percent expansable clay content, deter­
mined by x-ray diffraction, indicates that sediments reach­
ed temperatures approaching 200 degrees centigrade. Recen­
se
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tly, Jennings and Thompson (in press) find that although 
residence time may be important in sediments of less than 
175 degrees, clay reactions above this temperature are 
thermally controlled. Therefore, the £00 degree tempera­
ture can be relied upon with reasonable accuracy. Reac­
tions other than smectite to illite are not observed, 
although some early phreatic dissolution of clay and mud 
clasts are inferred by the presence of clay coats and 
whisps of clay in original pore space.
Oil Stain— Although relatively rare, oil stain is 
observed at several localities. Of great importance to the 
diagenetic history is the presence of oil stain within 
kaolinite clays at Sappington Canyon (fig. 37). Its* 
presence establishes the relationship between secondary 
porosity, early kaolinite precipitat ion, and then oil 
migration. Microporosity within the kaolinite provides the 
conduit through which the oil migrates.
Oil stain is also observed at the Deer Park section, 
and in the clay matrix glauconitic sandstones at Toston 
East. The stain at Toston East covers 5-10 percent of the 
thin section. The stain does not penetrate dolomite rhombs 
or glauconite grains and is confined to the clay matrix.
Oil apparently migrated in microporosity within the clays.
Clay Matrix Sandstones— Clay matrix sandstones are 
confined to Facies IV and the backshore sediments at
97
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Figure 37 — Kaolinite filled secondary pore space, stained 
with hydrocarbon (dark). (UXN, 100X)
Sappington Canyon and Deer Park. At these localities, clay 
occludes pore space and prevents radical diagenetic alter­
ation or authi genic growth of minerals. Compaction of clay 
clasts contributes to the sealing of pores, but the homo­
geneity of most of the intergranular clay is evidence of 
early diagenesis or paleo soil horizons.
Deer Park and Sappington Canyon sediments contain 
perhaps the largest percentages of quartz overgrowths and 
hematite within the study area. Pores are then sealed with 
clay and further diagenetic reactions are limited to the 
kaolinitization of the interstitial clay. These sediments 
apparently acted as closed systems after clay occluded the
38
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pores.
The clays of Facies IV differ in that the clay is 
detrital. Clastic grains and glauconite appear to float 
within the clay matrix, perhaps as the result of bioturb- 
at ion. These sediments also acted as a closed system, 
ferroan dolomite rhombs found within the clay matrix were 
probably derived from ions expelled during the smectite- 
ill ite transformat ion.
DIAGENESIS SUMMARY
Recent observations indicate that diagenesis is 
environmentally controlled (Stonecipher, Winn, and Bishop 
1984). Even though Rierdon and Swift environments are 
similar within their respective formations, it is shown 
that variations from and within those environments do in­
deed change the diagenetic history. In spite of a very 
limited number of Rierdon thin sect ions, the changes in 
diagenesis correspond to previously determined 1ithofacies 
changes. Diagenesis in the carbonates is indirect 1y con­
trolled by the presence or absence of interstitial micrite, 
and the potential for meteoric water flushing, directly 
controlled by environment.
Like the Rierdon Formation, diagenesis within the 
Swift is principally controlled by free access to clastic 
grains by meteoric water. It is demonstrated that inter­
stitial clay may occlude pore space, restricting flow of
99
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d iagenet ic fluids. Second ary pore space is created by COg 
gases and organic acids expelled from nearby source rocks. 
Those sections which do not contain kaolinite were not 
subject to diagenetic dissolution, perhaps because the 
required source rocks were not locally available. Finally, 
this paper reports the presence of secondary porosity tex­
tures and processes which are present within producing 
wells and fields containing 10 to 20 times the shale to 
sand of the study area. Further, this study indicates the 
amount of secondary porosity and preservation of it depends 
upon the volume of COg and acids produced during kerogen 
mat uration.
FURTHER WORK
Although much is published regarding the Ellis Group 
in a regional sense, there appears to be a dearth of de­
tailed studies. The shallowness of the intracratonic 
Jurassic seas create rapid lateral facies changes with 
small fluctuations in sea level. A closer look at the 
marginal sediments, particularly north of Belt Island, may 
provide a wealth of information regarding climate, tectonic 
activity, clastic source provinces, and the fluctuations of 
sea level observed in this study area.
The field in which the most opportunity resides is 
that of the petrology and diagenesis of the sediments. 
Within this study area alone more detailed sampling, 
prodigious use of cathodoluminescence and x—ray diffrac—
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t ion, and use of SEM and microprobe would add immensely to 
the understanding of diagenesis in the Swift and Rierdon 
Format ion.
No effort was made in this study to sample or locate 
source rocks. This is clearly a problem, and the compar­
ison of quality and volume in southwest Montana with those 
reported in the Gulf Coast could reveal some surprising 
results. The area of diagenesis and especially secondary 
porosity in Swift sandstones is a frontier in western 
Montana.
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APPENDIX A - MEASURED SECTIONS
Sectioris were measured during the 1984—85 fielc 
season, using a Brunton comoass ana jacob staff.
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■ncl5 T3N. R5E. Sect. 2:
—Fin e  grained, quartz rich c a l c a r e o u s  
sandstone, weathering brown to darK 
brown.
— Pebble to small cooble size cher-c 
c o n g l o m e r a t e  in g— g contact, in a very 
c a l c a r e o u s  quai’tz sandstone. Com:act 
with underlying Quadrant is uncuiose.
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,̂ iauc! .L ow ..TAN!, RAiü. Sec c . I'Ẑ
Covered interval
-Dark gray, weathering gray oiomicr;
-Very fine-fine grained, massive, 
glauconitic, calcareous sandstone
Covered interval
-Thin bedded to laminated fine grainec 
sandstone, si Itstone, shale. Sands 
contain small scale trougn crossoeds, 
and small pieces of organics. Sana 
and silt layers are topped with eirner 
silt or clay, both are black organic 
rich layers. Some laminae are made of 
silt to clay layers.
—Thin to medium tabular beds of fine 
grained, glauconitic, calcareous sand 
stone.
—Massive bedded, medium to coarse 
grained sand and mollusc grains in a 
calcareous matrix.
-Bedded Phosphoria cherts
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\
\
R4E. SecT
— Bf'owri, thin to mea i urn tabular beds 
fine grained, glauconitic, caicareou! 
sandstone, with small trough c r o s s ­
beds.
)overeo Interva:
— Brown, thi n  to m e d i u m  t a b ular beds of 
m e d i u m  grained, glauconitic, 
c a l c a r e o u s  sandstone.
— Brown, m a s s i v e  bedded, m e d i u m  graineo. 
glauconitic, c a l c a r e o u s  sandstone.
— Brown to gray brown, massive, chert 
and quartz s a n d s t o n e  with sca t t e r e d  
pebbles of chert and limestone nea r  
the bottom, grading to a m a s s i v e  
m e d i u m  grained s a n d s t o n e  near the top, 
Shell fragements are oriented 
parrallel to beds.
— Sawtooth sa n d s t o n e s  with bored too 
surface.
— Covered interval 
— Bedded P h o s p h o r i a  cherts
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X
1 3
Toston East T5N. R3E, Sect. 32
—Brown to blue—gray, massive, fine 
grained, calcareous, very glauconitic 
sandstone.
-Dark brown very calcareous si Itstone 
-Brown, massive, very glauconitic, fine 
grained sandstone. Bottom of bed 
contains pebble sized chert clasts.
—Green to blue—gray, massive, medium 
grained, very glauconitic sandstone
—A.A. with with chert and limestone 
pebbles and cobbles.
Covered Interval
—Dark gray to brown, thin planar 
laminae of coarse grained, very 
calcareous sandstone. Grains are 
angular chert, pentacrinus plates and 
columnals, and shell fragments.
Covered Interval
-Dark gray, laminated to thick bedded, 
sandy, biomicrite. Contains very fine 
sand, mollusc and gastropod shells.
-Covered Int erva1, 
sediments.
resting on Sawtooth
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x = t:
Toston West T4N. R3E. Sect. 6
—Brown, massive, fine grained, 
glauconitic, calcareous sandstone. 
Bottom contains scattered chert 
pebbles.
—Brown, massive, fine grained, 
glauconitic, very calcareous 
sandstone. Bottom has interbedded thin 
laminae of shell fragment limestone.
—Brown, massive, pebble to cobble 
conglomerate, with fine to medium 
grained glauconite matrix.
—Fine to v.fine glauc. sandstone
1 1
x z n
I [
-Light brown argillaceous limestone. 
Very sparse fossils of thin shelled 
molluscs- Two thin beds of shells and 
intraclasts, and ooids interrupt this 
non—resistant interval.
1 . 1 , 1
' ' ±Q I C> '
firlîirj.’?é4
7 1 0  4 Q i  O  j 
!>? o T  0 ? ^ 0  I 0_-l
Q 16 1 oT
—Dark gray to gray, massive, fine to 
medium grained sandy oomicrite. Sand 
consists of medium to coarse grained, 
angular to well rounded, chert and 
quartz. Some large, but scattered 
‘11 fragments, 
on next page)
mollusc shi 
(cont inued
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±
I Ol O  !
o  I o  I o
I'. '. I: - I : I ■ T.T
d n z z n r
—Gray, medium to thick tabular bedded, 
sandy oomicrite.
-Gray, massive, sandy limestone.
Sands of medium grained subangular to 
rounded chert and quartz. Some mollusc 
shell fragments.
—Gray, massive, fine to coarse 
grained, very calc., chert and quartz 
sandstone.
—Bedded Phosphoria cherts
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Sappington Canvon TIN. R£U»i Sect. 25.
—Bnown to gneen—brown, medium to thick 
tabular beds of fine grained, 
glauconitic non—calcareous sandstone.
—Brown, massive bedded, medium to 
grained, glauconitic, cherty, non- 
calcareous sandstone.
f i ne
—Brown to green— brown, thick tabular 
beds of medium grained, glauconitic, 
cherty, non—calcareous sandstone. 
Contains some coarse grains and mud 
ch i ps.
-Brown, thick tabular beds of medium 
grained, cherty, calcareous sandstone. 
50m to the East, .9m of sand and shell
fragment sandstone occupies the middle 
of this interval.
—Brown, thick tabular beds of medium 
grained, calcareous sandstone. 
Contains some silt 
and coarse grains.
clasts, mud chips.
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• .• i:/
. J.
.\ ;4 : : / rîlH ■ : *.)*» • • . .. I » • '̂ •••1
SLâLBUS
a
-Brown, medium tabular beds, of medium 
grained, calcareous sandstone. Some 
large scale planar crossbeds are 
observed.
—Brown, chert pebble conglomerate. 
Pebbles are in grain to grain contact, 
with a calcareous medium sand grains 
mat rix.
—Dark gray to brown sandy oomicrite, 
thickly bedded, some planar 
laminations, but mostly massive.
Tei
Ol O K>
—Covered Interval
-Gray, thick bedded, oosparite. 
Contains shells, and intraclasti
—Covered Interva1
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—Breccia, inversely graded, gray 
laminated calcareous sandstone clasts, 
yellow calc. sandstone clasts in a 
5parité and coarse sand matrix.
-Complex series of beds consisting of 
oosparite, yellow calcareous siItstone, 
petroliferous smelling micrite, 
inversely graded breccias, and 
calcareous sandstone.
—Breccia, inversely graded angular 
clasts of gray calcareous sandstone, 
gray limestone, and si Itstone, in a 
white to gray sparite matrix.
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—Gray, massive bedded, medium grained, 
very calcareous sandstone, contains an 
errosive top surface.
-Complex series of breccias, gray calc, 
sandstones, yellow calc, sandstones, 
and oolitic limestone.
—Sawtooth calcareous sandstones, 
limestones, and conglomerate at the 
base.
—Bedded Phosphor!a cherts with quite 
and undulose top erosional surface.
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Millioan Canyon T£N. RIW. Sect. 24. 25
—Yellow-brown, badly fractured, very 
fine grained calcareous sandstone. No 
glauconite, and little chert, mostly quartz.
—Sparse outcrops of calcareous
si ItStone, usually yellow, some withred tinges.
-Covered Interval
—Tan to brown slltstone to very fine sandstone, badly fractured.
—Covered Interval
-Tan badly fractured silty micrite
—Covered Interval
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iM
-Tan to brown, highly fractured, calc, 
si Itstone.
—Covered Interval
-Dirty gray, silty or sandy micrite 
—Tan, non—calcareous si Itstone
-Brown, flagy layers of fine to very 
fine calc., sandstone. Contains some 
glauconite, much chert and quartz. 
Some small scale trough cross bedding 
observed, with ripple on the surface 
of the thinly bedded sandstone.
—A. A.
—Gray—brown, massive, fine to medium 
grained, calc, sandstone. Contains 
some siltstone pebbles, coarse chert 
grains, and shell fragements. Also 
contains some vertical silt columns. 
—Brown, massive, very well sorted, 
calc, sandstone.
-Dark gray to dark brown, thick beds 
of medium to coarse grained very calc, 
sandstone. Grains include, quartz, 
chert, shell fragments, and worm 
tubes. Cross bedding is both planar 
and trough on a sand waved ^cale.
Cross beds are laterlly discontinuous, 
usually cut off by other cross beds. 
Cross beds are enhanced by 
differential erosion of shells and 
sand grains. Some very coarse sand is 
scattered thoughout.
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—Light brown, mixed interval of 
conglomerate and shell rich m e d i u m  
grained sandstone.
—Brown chert pebble cong1omerate- 
Clasts are pebble to small cobble 
size, with a varying degree of matrix, 
upper portion in grain to grain 
contact. Lower part is more matrix 
rich with fine to medium graine calc, 
sandstone. No Imbrication observed.
—Gray brown chert pebble c o n g lomerate, 
with many small brachiopod shell 
aligned parallel to bedding.
—Light gray biornicrite, small shell 
appear on surface, laterally discont.
—Gray to brown chert pebble 
conglomerate. Clasts are subangular 
to rounded, of pebble size. Matrix of 
medium to coarse calc, chert rich 
sand. More limey up section.
—Brown, chert pebble conglomerate, 
most in grain to grain contact.
Grains are pebble to cobble size, 
oriented with long axis parallel to 
bedding. Matrix of medium chert rich 
sand.
—Appears to be paleo soil horizon, 
lower part of angular chert clasts, 
graiding up to medium calc, sandstone. 
—Bedded Phosphoria chert, below 5 m. 
is a tan dolomite with some chert 
nodules, which may be the source of 
the larger chert cobbles.
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Nixon Gulch T2N. R3E. Sect. 14
-Brown, thin tabular beds, of fine 
grained, glauconitic, calc., chert
sandstone. Some 
cm, in diameter.
vertical burrows 3-o
—Brown, thick 
grained, very 
sandstone.
-Light brown, massive, 
glauconitic sandstone, 
large shell fragments.
tabular beds, of fine 
glauconitic calc.
fine grained. 
Contains many
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—Gray brown, massive, medium grait':sd, 
very calc., chert rich sandstone.
~Brown, thick trough cross beds of 
medium to coarse grained vary calc, 
sandstone. Cross beds are only 
observed when shell fragmants are 
present.
—Light gray, massive, very calc-, 
medium to coarse grained sandstone. 
Many shell fragments, and serpulid 
worm tubes, may be a small worm tube 
neef. Tubes filled with calc. silt.
—Brown, massive, fine to medium 
grained, glauconitic, calc, sandstone. 
Top of this bed is scoured, with .1 to 
.£m troughs cut into it.
—Brown, thick trough cross bedded, 
medium to very coarse, very calc, 
sandstone. Trough cross beds are low 
angle, and laterally discont inuous.
—Brown, less resistant, fine grained 
very calc., glauconitic sandstone. 
—Light brown, thick tabular beds, of 
fine to medium grained very calc., 
glauconitic, chert rich, sandstone. 
—Light brown, massive, medium grained, 
very calc., very shelly, sandstone. 
—Dark brown, chert pebble 
conglomerate. Some oolite clasts too.
—Gray—brown tnick tabular beds of 
sandy oomicrite. Some shell fragments.
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Light gray— brown, massive, shelly and 
sandy oomicrite.
8ni. —Covered Interval
-Bedded Phosphoria cherts
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Sc<ckv Canyon T%s. R7E. Sect. 30
—Green to brown, thin tabular beds, 
■fine grained, glaucinite rich, 
calcareous sandstone. Chert is 
present, but not a major constituent. 
®®ds appear to have current ripplss on 
the tops in places, most is well 
weathered.
-Green, thin tabular beds, of fine 
grained, quartz rich, glauconitic, 
calc, sandstone.
—Gray, thick to massive bedded, medium 
grained, calc, sandstone. Contains 
planar and low angle trough cross beds. 
Includes many cobble sized pieces of 
coal, as well as mollusc shell and 
serpulid worm tube fragments.
—Brown, organic rich silts and fine 
sandstones. Homogenized by 
bioturbation, but some laminae are 
present. Lots of organic matter 
included in the sediments.
—Light brown, thick tabular beds, of 
fine grained, calc, sandstone. Some 
plant material, topped by silt and some 
chert pebbles, also contains 
concentrât ions of mollusc shell frags. 
-Tan, laminae to thin tabular beds of 
non— bioturbated, fine grained 
sandstone. Very well sorted, no shells 
or plant material. Some very low angle 
undulations in bedding.
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—Reddish brown, thick tabular to lense 
shaped beds of medium grained calc, 
sandstone. Much plant material 
incorporated on tops of beds, no 
bioturbation. Topped by mollusc shell 
fragments. Bottom has a channel shaped 
boundary.
—Gray, thin lense shaped beds of medium 
grained trough cross bedded sandstone. 
Contains some coarse sand and micrite 
intraclasts, with scattered shell 
frags.
—Gray, thin plane tabular beds of 
medium grained very calc, sandstone. 
Contains scattered chert pebbles, whole 
srells sheltering micrite and sparite, 
and intraclasts.
-Gray, med i urn 
grained, very 
bed is topped 
Contains some 
material, and
lense shaped, medium 
calc, sandstone. This 
by a thin coal bed. 
wave ripples, plant 
mollusc shell.
— Gray, medium thick lense shaped beds 
of medium grained very calc, sandstone. 
Many mollusc shell with shelters, most 
concave down. This bed thins laterally 
10 meters away.
-Red weathered, medium to thin bedded, 
calc, sandstone. Contains many mollusc 
shells and brachiopods in lenses 
bedding tends to thin towards the top.
-Coarse sand, coal bits, shells, 
some chert pebbles.
-Bioturbated gray siltstone, shale 
—Red, thin tabular beds of calc., 
glauc. fine to med. grained sandstone. 
Beds bounded by silts, bioturbated.
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—Brown to red, fine sandstone, 
siltstone, and sandy limestone. uots 
of bioturbation. Beds bounded by silt, 
and some coarse sand. Middle of this 
interval is some coarse sand and chert 
pebbles.
—Gray to brown, thin tabular beds of 
very fine calc, sand and silt. Poorly 
sorted, contains many whole oyster 
shells on bedding surface, heavily 
bioturbated.
—Blue gray siltstone and very fine 
sandstone. Some interbedded shale. 
Heavily bioturbated, many shells and 
fragments.
—Si It ly biornicrite, biornicrite, and 
very fine sand beds. Sandstones are 
b i ot urbat ed. Shells of thin molluscs.
—Gray calc, shale with some plant 
fossils on bedding planes.
-Gray, calc, shale and siltstone, with 
plant fossils. More silty towards top, 
much bioturbat ion in silts.
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—Calcareous shale, partly fissile. 
Contains two limestone beds of 
concentrated mollusc and brachiopod 
shells. Shale is neither bioturbated 
nor does it contain plant or shell 
fossiIs.
-Light gray, thick tabular beds of 
medium to coarse grained oosparite and 
oomicrite. Contains scattered mollusc 
shells, pentacrinus columnsIs, and worm 
tubes.
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—Light gray, massive at bottom to 
thick tabular beds at top, of medium 
grained oosparite and oomicrite. Color 
lightens towards the top. Lingoid and 
lunate ripples observed at the top of 
the bedding surface of this interval,
however
seen.
no internal cross bedding is
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igTôT —Dark gray, massively bedded, m e ci^' 
coarse grained oomicrite. Contair^ 
some mollusc shells and fragment =, o * top surface.
ro
-Green to gray, thin tabular beds o*f 
calc, siltstone. Non fossi1iferous.
—Red, thin tabular beds of non 
fossi1iferous calc, siltstone of the 
Sawtooth formation. Bedded Phosphoria 
cherts are about 15 meters below this 
interval.
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APPENDIX B - THIN SECTION DESCRIPTIONS
Thin sections were described using transmitted light 
through a Zeiss microscope. No point counts were taken, 
therefore percentages are relative to each other. Every 
effort was made to mantain consistency between thin section 
descriptions throughout the project. A standard form for 
ail data entry is used. The absence of percentages beside 
components indicates the absence of that constituent
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SL.IDE #001 SECT I ON î Rocky Cânyon FORMATION:Quadrant
POSITION! ROCK NAME!Quartzite
ROUNDNESSÏsubang to subrnd GRAIN
GRAINS: QUARTZ : 90% CHERT;
AMPHIB; % SPHENE:
CORUND; 1% CHALC:
SHELLS: % OÜIDS:
INTRA; % LITHIC:
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 7%
DOLOMTE: %
SORTING:we11 
SIZE: fine grained 
2% PHOSPHATIC;
% FELDSPAR: */*
% GLAUCONITE: %
% PELOIDS: */•
% MUSCOVITE: %
MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS; GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
%
%
%
SLIDE #003 SECTION:Rocky Canyon FORMATION:Rierdon
P0SITI0N:5 m ROCK NAME:oomicrite SORTING: poor1y
ROUNDNESS: GRAIN SIZE:medium to coarse
GRAINS: QUARTZ : % CHERT; % PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: % OOIDS: 90% PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT; SPARITE: % MICIRTE: 10% MICROSPAR: %
DOLOMTE; % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY: %
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
SLIDE #008 SECTION :Sappington Canyon FORMATION;Sawtooth
POSITION:.6m ROCK NAME:chert arenite SORTING:moderate
ROUNDNESS:we11 to subrnd GRAIN SIZE:medium grained
GRAINS: QUARTZ : 50% CHERT: 25% PHOSPHATIC: 2%
AMPHIB: <1% SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: 15% GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 8% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE;
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY;
CRINOIDS; OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
%
%
%
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SLIDE #009 SECTION;Sappington Canyon FORMftTION;Sawtooth
POSITION:1 m ROCK NAME: sandy biomicrte SORTING;poorIy 
ROUNDNESS :subang to subrnd GRAIN SIZE: medium grained 
GRAINS: QUARTZ : 10% CHERT : 3% PHOSPHATIC: 1%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR : %CORUND: % CHALC: 1% GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS : £% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 60%
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT I SPARITE: MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: 25%
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY: %
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS:X BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
SLIDE #015 SECTION:Sappington Canyon FORMATION:Rierdon
POSITION:IS. 5m ROCK NAME: Oosparite SORTING; wel 1
ROUNDNESS: GRAIN SIZE:medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ: <1% CHERT: % PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE; %
SHELLS: 5% OOIDS: 60% PELOIDS: 10%
INTRA: 10% LITHIC; % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 14% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT : % CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: X OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
%
■/.
%
SLIDE #016 SECTION:Sappington Canyon FORMATION:Rierdon
POSITION:14 m 
ROUNDNESS:
ROCK NAME:sandy pelmicrte SORTING:poorly
GRAIN SIZE:fine to medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ : 2% CHERT; 1% PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 2% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 85%
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: % MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE; % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS:X BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES:- MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
%
%
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SLIDE #017 SECTION:Mi 1ligan Canyon FORMATION :Swift
POSITION:4 . Im ROCK 
ROUNDNESS:ang—subrnd NAME: Iitharenite SORTING;we11GRAIN SIZE: fine sandGRAINS: QUARTZ : 
AMPHIB; 
CORUND; 
SHELLS : 
INTRA; 
MATRIX/CEMENT;
40% CHERT; 20%
% SPHENE; %
% CHALC: 1%
5% OOIDS; %
% LITHIC; 5%
SPARITE; 14% MICIRTE; 
DOLOMTE; % LIMONTE: 
PYRITE; % CHERT: 
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS;X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS
WORM TUBES; MOLLUSCS: X
PHOSPHATIC; 10%
FELDSPAR; 7-
GLAUCONITE: 17.
PELOIDS: 3%
MUSCOVITE; 7.
% MICROSPAR;
% HEMATITE;
% CLAY :
BRYOZ: 
STYLOLITES:
7.
%
SLIDE #018 SECTION:Sappington Canyon FORMATION; Swift
POSITION:16.5m ROCK NAME: litharenite
GRAINS:
SORTING:modérât 1y
i: rounded GRAIN SIZE: medium grained
QUARTZ;10 % CHERT: 35% PHOSPHATIC: 25%
AMP'^IB: % SPHENE ; % FELDSPAR: %
COR-.ND: % CHALC; 5% GLAUCONITE; 1%
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC : 10% MUSCOVITE: %
:MENT : SPARITE; % MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: %
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE; % HEMATITE;
- PYRITE ; % CHERT: % CLAY; 14%
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS:
WORM TUBES; MOLLUSCS:
OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
STYLOLITES]
SLIDE #019 SECTION:Sappington Canyon FORMATION: Swift
POSITION:22.5m ROCK NAME:litharenite SORTING:well
ROUNDNESS:rounded 
GRAINS: QUARTZ; 10% CHERT:
AMPHIB: % SPHENE:
CORUND: % CHALC:
SHELLS: % OOIDS:
INTRA: % LITHIC:
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE; %
DOLOMTE: %
GRAIN SIZE:medium
20% PHOSPHATIC: 35%
% FELDSPAR: %
5% GLAUCONITE; 1%
% PELOIDS: %
15% MUSCOVITE: %
MICIRTE:
LIMONTE:
% MICROSPAR: 
% HEMATITE; 
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS; GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ;
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
%
%
10%
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SLIDE #024 SECTION:Mi 11ingan Canyon FORMATION:Swift
POS X TI ON : 2. 5tw ROCK
ROUNDNESS : an g u1ar to
GRAINSI QUARTZ :
AMPHIB:
CORUND:
SHELLS:
INTRA:
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE:
DOLOMTE:
PYRITE;
5%
%
%
20%
%
NAME:sandy biomicrte SORTING:poorly 
subang GRAIN SIZE:very fine to silt
CHERT: 1% PHOSPHATIC: %
SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
OOIDS: % PELOIDS: <1%
LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
25% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR; 20%
% LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: %
% CHERT: % CLAY: %
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS : X OSTRACODS:X BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
SLIDE #025 SECTION:MiHingan Canyon FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:2.8m ROCK NAME:litharenite SORTING;poorIy
ROUNDNESS:round to subrnd GRAIN SIZE:fine to pebble
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 50% CHERT: 20% PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 10% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 5% MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR;
HEMATITE:
CLAY:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: 10%
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ: 
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS : X STYLOLITES:
%
%
5%
SLIDE #028 SECTION:Mi 11ingan Canyon FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:a.Sm ROCK
ROUNDNESS:subang u1ar
NAME:1itharenite SORTING:modérâtly
to ang GRAIN SIZE:fine grained
GRAINS: QUARTZ; 50% CHERT; 5% PHOSPHATIC: 5%
AMPHIB; <1% SPHENE: <1% FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: 2% GLAUCONITE: 1%
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 1%
INTRA: % LITHIC: 10% MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 10% MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: 2% LIMONTE: 5% HEMATITE: 
PYRITE: % CHERT: 3% CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
%
%
5%
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SLIDE #029 SECTION:Mi 11ingan Canyon FORMATION:Swift
P0SITIQN:9 m 
ROUNDNESS:ang 
GRAINS:
ROCK NAME:sandy microsprt SORTING:poorly 
to rnd GRAIN SIZE: fine to mediumQUARTZ: 25% CHERT: 5% PHOSPHATIC: 15%AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: 1%SHELLS: 15% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: % MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTEI % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:X STYLOLITES
40%
•/.
•/.
SLIDE #030 SECTION:M i 11ingan Canyon FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:11 m ROCK NAME:litharenite SORTING:modérâtly
GRAIN SIZE:V— fine to fine 
15% PHOSPHATIC: 2%
% FELDSPAR: %
2% GLAUCONITE: <1%
% PELOIDS: %
8% MUSCOVITE: 1%
SPARITE: % MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: %
DOLOMTE: 8% LIMONTE: 3% HEMATITE: 5%
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY; .12%
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS; OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
ROUNDNESS:ang t o subang
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 45% CHERT:
AMPHIB: <1% SPHENE
CORUND; % CHALC:
SHELLS: % OOIDS:
INTRA: % LITHIC
MATRIX/CEMENT:
SLIDE #031 SECTION:Mi11ingan Canyon FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:23 m ROCK NAME:litharenite SORTING:well
ROUNDNESS:ang to subang GRAIN SIZE:very fine
GRAINS: QUARTZ : 35% CHERT: 8%
AMPHIB: <1% SPHENE: <1%
CORUND: % CHALC: %
SHELLS: % OOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC: 4%
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 20% MICIRTE:
DOLOMTE: 10% LIMONTE:
PHOSPHATIC: 1%
FELDSPAR: 5%
GLAUCONITE: %
PELOIDS: %
MUSCOVITE: 1%
%
%
PYRITE: % CHERT: 4%
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS : GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS;
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:
MICROSPAR:
HEMATITE:
CLAY;
BRYOZ:
STYLOLITES:
%
5%
1%
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SLIDE #032 SECTIONS Toston East FORMATION:Sawtoot h
POSITION;1. 3m 
ROUNDNESSswell 
GRAINS:
ROCK NAME:litharenite SORTING:poorly
GRAIN SIZE:medium to coarse
QUARTZ : 30% CHERT s 30% PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: 15% GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: 15% LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 10% MICIRTE: 15% MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT; % CLAY:
OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES;
CRINOIDS: 
WORM TUBES
%
2%
%
SLIDE #033 SECTION:Toston East FORMATION: Rierdon
P0SITI0N:2.9 m ROCK 
ROUNDNESS: subang to
NAME:sandy pelmicrte SORTING:poorly 
subrnd GRAIN SIZE:very fine grained
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 5% CHERT: <1% PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB* % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC; <1% GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 10% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 45%
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 5% MICIRTE : 35% MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE* % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT* % CLAY*
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS:X BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
%
1%
%
SLIDE #034 SECTION:Toston East FORMATION: Rierdon
POSITION:4.3 m ROCK NAME:sandy biosparte SORTING:well 
ROUNDNESS:rounded to subrnd GRAIN SIZE:medium to coarse
GRAINS: QUARTZ : 25% CHERT: 10% PHOSPHATIC* %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: 5% GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 37% OOIDS: 20% PELOIDS: 3%
INTRA* 5% LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 16% MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:X
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCSsX STYLOLITES;
%
2%
%
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SLIDE #035 SECTION;Toston East FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:8.9 m ROCK NAME:pebble conglorn SORTING:pooniy
ROUNDNESS:subrnd to round GRAIN SIZE:fine to pebble
GRAINS: QUARTZ:
AMPHIB: 
CORUND: 
SHELLS: 
INTRA: 
MATRIX/CEMENT:
%
•/.
£5*/.
18%
%
7% CHERT : £5% PHOSPHATIC:
% SPHENE: % FELDSPAR:
7- CHALC: % GLAUCONITE:
5% OOIDS: % PELOIDS:
% LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE:
SPARITE: 5% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: 15% LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT; % CLAY:
OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
STYLOLITES:
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS : X GASTROPODS: 
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: X
%
%
7.
SLIDE #036 SECTION:Sappington Canyon FORMATION:Rierdon
POSITION:13 m ROCK NAME:oosparite SORTING: wel
ROUNDNESS: GRAIN SI ZE:medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 1% CHERT: % PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 5% OOIDS: 60% PELOIDS: 10%
INTRA: 5% LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE; %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: £0% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
CRINOIDS: 
WORM TUBES
DOLOMTE: %
PYRITE: %
OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: X 
MOLLUSCS:
LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
CHERT: % CLAY:
OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
STYLOLITES:
%
%
%
SLIDE #037 SECTION:Sappington Canyon 
SLIDE #037 SECTION:Sappington Canyon
FORMATIONSRierdon 
FORMATION:Rierdon
POSITION:15.6m ROCK NAME:biomicrite SORTING: poor
ROUNDNESS: GRAIN SIZE:fine to medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ; 1% CHERT: % PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 15% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 60%
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 1%
DOLOMTE: %
PYRITE: %
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:
136
MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR;
LIMONTE: % HEWïTITEs
CHERTI % CLAY:
OSTRACODS:X BRYOZ:
STYLOLITES:
22%
1%
%
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SLIDE #038 SECTION:Nixon Gulch FORMATION:Rierdon
POSITION:I. 7m 
ROUNDNESSi
ROCK NAME:sandy microspar SORTING:well
GRAIN SIZE:medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 5% CHERT: % PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 5% OOIDS: 60% PELOIDS: 10%
INTRA: 10% LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: % MICIRTE : 10% MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: %
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS:X OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:X STYLOLITES:X
HEMATITE:
CLAY:
SLIDE #039 SECTION:Nixon Gulch FORMATION:Rierdon
POSITION:6. 7m ROCK NAME:oomicrite SORTING: poorly
ROUNDNESS: GRAIN SIZE:medium to coarse
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 2% CHERT: % PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC; % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 10% OOIDS: 50% PELOIDS: <1%
INTRA: 20% LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 5t MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: 18%
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY: %
CRJNOIDS:X OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRY02:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:X STYLOLITES:
SLIDE #040 SECTION:Nixon Gulch FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:^.8m ROCK NAME:1itharenite SORTING:poorly
ROUNDNESS:rounded 
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 40%
AMPHIB: %
CORUND: %
SHELLS: %
INTRA: %
MATRIX/CEMENT:
GRAIN SIZE:medium to pebbli
CHERT: 20%
SPHENE: <1%
CHALC: 1%
OOIDS: 2%
LITHIC: 2%
SPARITE: 10% MICIRTE: 
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE:
PYRITE: % CHERT:
PHOSPHATIC: 8%
FELDSPAR: <1%
GLAUCONITE: 1%
PELOIDS: %
MUSCOVITE: %
% MICROSPAR: %
5% HEMATITE: 10%
% CLAY : 3%
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES;
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SLIDE #042 SECTION;Nixon Gulch FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:?.8m ROCK 
ROUNDNESS:rounded NAME:1itharenite SORTING:poorlyGRAIN SIZE:medium sandGRAINS: QUARTZ: 40% CHERT; 15% PHOSPHATIC: 5%AMPHIB: % SPHENE: <1% FELDSPAR: %CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: 1%SHELLS : 2% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 15% MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE; 5% CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS : X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS : X STYLOLITES
10%
%
%
SLIDE #043 SECTION;Nixon Gulch 
POSITION:10. 3m ROCK NAME:litharenite
FORMATION:Swift
SORTING:welI
ROUNDNESS :angular 
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 40% CHERT:
AMPHIB: <1% SPHENE:
CORUND: % CHALC:
SHELLS: % OOIDS:
INTRA: % LITHIC:
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 15%
DOLOMTE: 10% 
PYRITE: %
GRAIN SIZE:fine sand
15%
<1%
%
%
%
MICIRTE:
LIMONTE:
CHERT:
PHOSPHATIC: 
FELDSPAR; 
GLAUCONITE: 
PELOIDS: 
MUSCOVITE:
% MICROSPAR 
% HEMATITE: 
% CLAY :
10%
%
3%
5%
%
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
%
%
%
SLIDE #044 SECTION:Nixon Gulch FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:11 m ROCK NAME:sandy biomicrte SORTING:poorly 
ROUNDNESS:subang to subrnd GRAIN SIZE:fine to medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ :
AMPHIB:
CORUND:
SHELLS:
INTRA:
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE:
DOLOMTE:
20%
%
%
10%
%
8%
<1%
%
%
%
MICIRTE: %
LIMONTE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: %
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS : GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS 
WORM TUBES:X MOLLUSCS:
CHERT: 
SPHENE: 
CHALC: 
OOIDS: 
LITHIC: 
5%
%
PHOSPHATIC: 5%
FELDSPAR: <1%
GLAUCONITE: 1%
PELOIDS: 3%
MUSCOVITE: %
MICROSPAR: 
HEMATITE: 
CLAY:
BRYOZ: 
STYLOLITES:
50%
%
1%
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SLIDE #045 SECTION:NiKon Gulch FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:13. Sm ROCK NAME:litharenite SORTING:well
ROUNDNESS:subang u 1ar GRAIN SIZE: fine sand
GRAINS: QUARTZ; 40% CHERT; 20% PHOSPHATIC; 3%
AMPHIB; <1% SPHENE; <1% FELDSPAR: %
CORUND; <1% CHALC: <1% GLAUCONITE: 1%
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 1%
INTRA: % LITHIC: 10% MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE; 5% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: 15% LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT; % CLAY;
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS; STYLOLITES:
%
•/.
%
SLIDE #047 SECTION;Deer Park FORMATION:Sawtoot h
POSITION:.4m 
ROUNDNESS:round
ROCK NAME:sandy micrite SORTING:poorly
GRAIN SIZE:medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ : 15% CHERT: 20% PHOSPHATIC: <1%
AMPHIB: <1% SPHENE: % FELDSPAR; %
CORUND: % CHALC: 3% GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 10% MICIRTE : 30% MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS; OSTRACODS: BRYOZ: 
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES;
%
%
%
SLIDE #048 SECTION:Deer Park FORMATION:Swift
NAME:1itharenite SORTING:poorly
GRAIN SIZE:medium to pebble 
10% PHOSPHATIC: 15%
FELDSPAR: %
GLAUCONITE: 1%
PELOIDS: 10%
MUSCOVITE: %
%
2%
POSITION:1 m ROCK 
ROUNDNESS:subrnd 
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 25%
AMPHIB; <1%
CORUND: %
SHELLS: 3%
INTRA: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE:
PYRITE: <1% CHERT: %
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:X
CHERT: 
SPHENE: 
CHALC: 
OOIDS: 
LITHIC: 
35%
%
%
%
%
<1% 
MICIRTE: MICROSPAR: 2%
HEMATITE: 3%
CLAY: %
BRYOZ: 
STYLOLITES:
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SLIDE #049 SECTION:Deer Park FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:1.6m ROCK NAME : 1itharenite SORTING: wel 1ROUNDNESS:round to subrnd GRAIN SIZE:medium to fine
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 30% CHERT: 15% PHOSPHATIC: 20%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR : %
CORUND: % CHALC: 2% GLAUCONITE: 1%
SHELLS: 5% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 5%
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 20% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR I •/.
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: */•
PYRITE: S CHERT: % CLAY: %
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS: X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:X STYLOLITES:
SLIDE #050 SECTION:Deer Park FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:1.7m ROCK NAME:litharenite SORTING:well
ROUNDNESS:round GRAIN SIZE:medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 40% CHERT: 10% PHOSPHATIC: 5%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: 2% GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 3% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC: 5% MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: % MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: %
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: 20%
PYRITE: % CHERT: 2% CLAY; 10%
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
SLIDE #051 SECTION:Deer Park FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:4 m ROCK NAME:1itharenite SORTING:well
ROUNDNESS:round GRAIN SIZE:medium sand
GRAINS: QUARTZ : 60% CHERT : 10% PHOSPHATIC: 10%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: 2% GLAUCONITE: <1%
SHELLS: <1% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 3%
INTRA: % LITHIC: 2% MUSCOVITE: <1%
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 3% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: %
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: 3% HEMATITE: 2%
PYRITE: % CHERT: 4% CLAY: %
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES;
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SLIDE #052 SECTION:Deer Park FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:5.1 m ROCK 
ROUNDNESS ;subangular
NAME:1itharenite SORTING:modérâtly
GRAIN SIZE:fine sand
GRAINS: QUARTZ : 40% CHERT: 15% PHOSPHATIC: 2%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: <1% FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: 3% GLAUCONITE: 2%
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC: 7% MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 10% MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
%
2%
5%
SLIDE #054 SECTION:Maudlow
POSITION: 
ROUNDNESS: 
GRAINS: QUARTZ :
ROCK NAME:bedded chert
GRAIN SIZE:
FORMATION:Phosphor 
SORTING:
5%
%
%
%
%
CHERT: 
SPHENE: 
CHALC: 
OOIDS: 
LITHIC: 
%
AMPHIB:
CORUND:
SHELLS:
INTRA:
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE^ % MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: 15% LIMONTE: % HEMATITE;
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
80%
%
%
%
%
MICIRTE:
PHOSPHATIC: 
FELDSPAR: 
GLAUCONITE: 
PELOIDS: 
MUSCOVITE:
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
SLIDE #055 SECTION:Maudlow
POSITION: ROCK NAME:Quartzite
ROUNDNESS:round to subrnd GRAIN
FORMATION:Quadrant
GRAINS: QUARTZ :
AMPHIB:
CORUND:
SHELLS:
INTRA:
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE:
DOLOMTE:
98%
%
%
%
%
SORTING:well 
SIZEtmedium 
CHERT: % PHOSPHATIC: %
SPHENE: (1% FELDSPAR: %
CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
1% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
% LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
%
%
%
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SLIDE #056 SECTION:Maudlow FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:.2 ROCK
ROUNDNESS:rounded NAME:sandy biosparte SORTING:modérâtly GRAIN SIZE:mediumGRAINS: QUARTZ: 25% CHERT: 7% PHOSPHATIC: 10%AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %CORUND: % CHALC: 2% GLAUCONITE: <1%SHELLS: 10% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 5%INTRA: % LITHIC: 1% MUSCOVITE: %MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 25% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE; % 
PYRITE: %
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: 
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: X
LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
CHERT: % CLAY;
OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
STYLOLITES
14%
%
•/.
SLIDE #057 SECTION:Maudlow FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:0.0m ROCK
ROUNDNESS:rounded
NAME:sandy sparite SORTING:poorly
GRAIN SIZE:medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 20% CHERT: 5% PHOSPHATIC: 3%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE : % FELDSPAR; %
CORUND: % CHALC: 5% GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 8% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC : % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE:: 45% MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR: %
DOLOMTE:: % LIMONTE : 10% HEMATITE : %
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY: %
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: X STYLOLITES:
SLIDE #059 SECTION:Maudlow FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:1.0 m ROCK NAME: 1itharenite SORTING:poorly
ROUNDNESS:ang—subangular GRAIN SIZE:fine to very fine
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 50% CHERT: 15% PHOSPHATIC: 3%
AMPHIB: <1% SPHENE: <1% FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: <1% CHALC: 1% GLAUCONITE: <1%
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 2%
INTRA: % LITHIC: 2% MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE; 20% MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: 5% LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT : % CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES; MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
%
2%
3%
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SLIDE #060 SECTION:Maud low FORMATION:Swift
POSITION: 1.5 rn ROCK NAME:1itharenite SORTING: modérâtly
ROUNDNESS:subang -ang GRAIN SIZE:V.fine to fine
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 50% CHERT: 10% PHOSPHATIC: 2%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: 1%
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 5%
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 10%. MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: %
DÜLÜMTE: 2% LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: •/. CHERT: 13% CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ: 
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLGLITES:
7%
8%
SLIDE #061 SECTION:Maudlow FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:2.1 m ROCK NAME:quartz arenite SORTING:modérât 1y
ROUNDNESS:ang—subang 
GRAINS: QUARTZ; 55%
AMPHIB: %
CORUND: %
SHELLS; %
INTRA: %
MATRIX/CEMENT 1
GRAIN SIZE:fine sand
3%
%
1%
5%
<1%
CHERT: 3%
SPHENE: 1%
CHALC: %
OOIDS: %
LITHIC: 3%
SPARITE: 12% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: 7% CHERT: 6% CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
PHOSPHATIC: 
FELDSPAR : 
GLAUCONITE: 
PELOIDS: 
MUSCOVITE:
% %
1%
1%
SLIDE #062 SECTION:Maudlow FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:
GRAINS:
5. 4 m ROCK NAME:quart z arenite SORTING: wel 1
i:rounded GRAIN SIZE:medium
QUARTZ : 60% CHERT: 6% PHOSPHATIC: 2%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: 3% GLAUCONITE: 1%
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 3%
INTRA: % LITHIC: 3% MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 11% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR; %
DOLOMTE: <1% LIMONTE: 1% HEMATITE: <1%
PYRITE: % CHERT: 1% CLAY: 3%
OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
MOLLUSCS: STYLGLITES:
CRINOIDS: 
WORM TUBESi
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SLIDE #053 SECTION;Maud low FORMATION:Swift
POSIT I ON: 5. 8 rn ROCK 
ROUNDNESS : angular
NAME:sandy sparite SORTING:moderat 1y
GRAIN SIZE:fine
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 10% CHERT: 1% PHOSPHATIC: 5%AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR : %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: <1%SHELLS : % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 1%
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 82% MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR:
HEMATITE:
CLAY:
DOLOMTE : */- LIMONTE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: %
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
%
%
SLIDE #064 SECTION:Maudlow FORMATION:Swift
POSITION: 6 rti ROCK NAME:quartz arenite SORTING:modérâtly
ROUNDNESS:ang to subang GRAIN SIZE:fine to v. fine
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 60% CHERT: 15% PHOSPHATIC: 2%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: <1% GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 2%
INTRA: % LITHIC: 3% MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE; 5% MICIRTE; % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE; B% LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ: 
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES;
%
1%
3%
SLIDE #065 SECTION:Francis FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:.3 m ROCK NAME:glauc arenite SORTING: wel 1
ROUNDNESS:round - subang GRAIN SIZE:fine to v. fine
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 20% CHERT: 2% PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB; % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: 30%
SHELLS: 1% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 5%
INTRA: 10% LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT; SPARITE: %
DOLOMTE: %
PYRITE: a%
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS: GASTROPODS:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:
MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR; 30%
LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: %
CHERT: % CLAY; %
OSTRACODS: BRYOZ;
STYLOLITES:
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SLIDE #066 SECTION:Francis FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:.4 m ROCK NAME: sandy microspar SORTING:poor1y
GRAIN SIZE:medium sandROUNDNESS: rounded 
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 15% CHERT: £% PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: */. CHALC : % GLAUCONITE: 10%
SHELLS : % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 20%
INTRA: 5% LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: % MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: 5% CLAY:
CRINOIDS; OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES;
30%
12%
SLIDE #067 SECTION:Francis FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:.Im ROCK 
ROUNDNESS:rounded
NAME:chert conglom SORTING:poorly 
GRAIN SIZE:medium to pebble
GRAINS: QUARTZ : 35% CHERT: 25% PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: <1% SPHENE: <1% FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: <1% CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: 1%
SHELLS: 2% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 10% MICIRTE : % * MICROSPAR:
CRINOIDS:X 
WORM TUBES
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: 3% CHERT: % CLAY:
OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
MOLLUSCS: X
20%
%
%
STYLOLITES I
SLIDE #068 SECTION:Francis FORMATION 8 Quadrant
POSITION! ROCK NAME :quartzite SORTINGIweII
GRAIN SIZE:medium sandROUNDNESS:rounded
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 90% CHERT: 1%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: %
CORUND: % CHALC: %
SHELLS: % OOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 9% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY;
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
PHOSPHATIC: 
FELDSPAR: 
GLAUCONITE: 
PELOIDS: 
MUSCOVITE: 
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
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SLIDE #069 SECTIONSToston East FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:10 m ROCK NAME:Quartz arenite SORTING:wel1
ROUNDNESSssubrnd to subang GRAIN SIZEsfine to v.fine 
GRAINS: QUARTZ : 45% CHERT: 8% PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: <1% FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: 1% CHALC: 1% GLAUCONITE: 4%
SHELLS : % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC: 2% MUSCOVITE: <1%
MATRIX/CEMENT
CRINOIDS: 
WORM TUBES
SPARITE: 1% MICIRTE: %
DOLOMTE: 15% LIMONTE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: %
OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS;
MOLLUSCS :
MICROSPAR: */■
HEMATITE: */-
CLAY: 23%
BRYOZ: 
STYLOLITES:
SLIDE #070 SECTION:Toston East FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:9.1 m ROCK NAME:quartz arenite SORTING:well 
ROUNDNESS:ang to subang GRAIN SIZE:fine sand
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 55% CHERT: 15% PHOSPHATIC: 2%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE : % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: 1% CHALC: 3% GLAUCONITE: 4%
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC : 4% MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE:: % MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR; %
DOLOMTE:: 5% LIMONTE : % HEMATITE : %
PYRITE: % CHERT: 2% CLAY: 9%
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS : GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ: 
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
SLIDE #072 SECTION:Toston East FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:8.7 m ROCK NAME:1itharenite SORTING:poor1y
ROUNDNESS:anf to subang GRAIN SIZE:fine—v.fine
GRAINS; QUARTZ: 45% CHERT: 12% PHOSPHATIC: 2%
AMPHIB; <1% SPHENE: <1% FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: 12%
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: % MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE; 20% LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS; OYSTERS: GASTROPODS; OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES;
%
2%
15%
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SLIDE #073 SECTION:Toston East FORMATION:Swift
P0SITI0N:8.5 m ROCK 
ROUNDNESS:ano-subang
NAME:1itharenite SORTING:poorIy
GRAIN SIZE:fine—V.fine
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 40% CHERT: 10% PHOSPHATIC: %AMPHIB: <1% SPHENE : % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: 1% CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: 30%
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC : % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE:: % MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR: %DOLOMTE:: 8% LIMONTE : % HEMATITE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY: 12%
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES;
SLIDE #074 SECTION:Toston East FORMATION:Swift
P0SITI0N:8.2 m ROCK NAME:1itharenite SORTING:poorly
GRAIN SIZE:V.fine sandROUNDNESS :ang—subang
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 38% CHERT: 12%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: <1%
CORUND: 1% CHALC: %
SHELLS : % OOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: % MICIRTE:
DOLOMTE: 5% LIMONTE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: %
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:
PHOSPHATIC: %
FELDSPAR: %
GLAUCONITE: 20%
PELOIDS: %
MUSCOVITE: %
% MICROSPAR:
% HEMATITE: 
CLAY:
BRYOZ: 
STYLOLITES:
%
4%
18%
SLIDE #075 SECTION:Toston East FORMATION:Swift
P0SITI0N:7,4 m ROCK NAME:conglomerate SORTING:poorly
ROUNDNESS:subang—subrnd GRAIN SIZE:fine sand
GRAINS: QUARTZ : 10% CHERT: 10%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: %
CORUND: % CHALC: %
SHELLS: 10% OOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: % MICIRTE:
DOLOMTE: 15%
PHOSPHATIC: %
FELDSPAR: %
GLAUCONITE: 25%
PELOIDS: 10%
MUSCOVITE: %
% MICROSPAR: 
LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:X STYLOLITES;
20%
%
%
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SLIDE #077 SECTION:Toston East FORMATION:Rierdon
POSITION: ROCK NAME:bio
ROUNDNESS:
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 3% CHERT:
AMPHIB: % SPHENE
CORUND: % CHALC:
SHELLS: 40% OOIDS:
INTRA: % LITHIC
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 15%
DOLOMTE: %
PYRITE: %
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS:X OSTRACODS: BRYOZ: X 
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:X STYLOLITES:X
-oospanite SORTING:well 
GRAIN SIZE:medium to coarse 
5% PHOSPHATIC: %
% FELDSPAR: %
£% GLAUCONITE: %
20% PELOIDS: 15%
% MUSCOVITE: %
MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: 9̂
LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
CHERT: % CLAY: %
SLIDE #081 SECTION:Sappington Canyon FORMATION:Rierdon
P0SITI0N:4.7 m ROCK 
ROUNDNESS:ang u 1ar
NAME:breccia
GRAIN
GRAINS: QUARTZ :
AMPHIB:
CORUND:
SHELLS:
INTRA:
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE:
DOLOMTE:
£%
%
%
%
75%
SORTING: poorIy 
SIZE:pebble to cobble 
CHERT: % PHOSPHATIC: %
SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CHALC: 3% GLAUCONITE: %
OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
% LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS : GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ: 
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
20%
%
%
SLIDE #083 SECTION;Sappington Canyon FORMATION:Rierdon
POSITION;^. 5m 
ROUNDNESS:round 
GRAINS:
ROCK NAME:sandy oomicrite SORTING:wel1
GRAIN SIZE:medium
QUARTZ :
AMPHIB:
CORUND:
SHELLS:
INTRA:
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE:
DOLOMTE:
%
%
%
20%
%
8% CHERT: 2%
% SPHENE: %
% CHALC: 1%
10% OOIDS: 30%
5% LITHIC: %
10% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: 20%
% LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY: %
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS : X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: X STYLOLITES:
PHOSPHATICj 
FELDSPAR: 
GLAUCONITE I 
PELOIDS: 
MUSCOVITE: 
%
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SLIDE #084 SECTION :Sappington Canyon FORMATION:Riendon
POSITION:10, 
ROUNDNESS : 
GRAINS: QUARTZ:
AMPHIB: 
CORUND: 
SHELLS: 
INTRA: 
MATRIX/CEMENT:
6m ROCK NAME:oosparité 
GRAIN 
%
%
%
50%
%
MICIRTE: 
LIMONTE: 
CHERT:
<1% CHERT:
% SPHENE: 
% CHALC: 
20% OOIDS:
% LITHIC: 
SPARITE: 17% 
DOLOMTE: %
PYRITE: %
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS:X OSTRACODS 
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: X
SORTING:well 
SIZE:medium
PHOSPHATIC: %
FELDSPAR: %
GLAUCONITE: %
PELOIDS: 10%
MUSCOVITE: %
% MICROSPAR:
% HEMATITE:
% CLAY:
BRYOZ: 
STYLOLITES:
î%
%
%
SLIDE #086 SECTION:Sappington Canyon FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:22.5m ROCK NAME:1itharenite
GRAINS:
SORTING:well
i:rnd—subrnd GRAIN SIZE:fine to medium
QUARTZ : 35% CHERT: 12% PHOSPHATIC: 4%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: 1% GLAUCONITE: 1%
SHELLS: 7% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 3%
INTRA: % LITHIC: 6% MUSCOVITE: <1%
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 8% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: 2%
DOLOMTE: 5% LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: 2%
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY: 10%
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS: X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:X STYLOLITES:
SLIDE #089 SECTION:Nixon Gulch FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:20 m ROCK
ROUNDNESS:ang—subang
NAME:quartz arenite SORTING:well
GRAIN SIZE:fine—V.fine
GRAINSI 45%
<1%
%
%
%
QUARTZ :
AMPHIB:
CORUND:
SHELLS:
INTRA:
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE:
DOLOMTE:
PYRITE: %
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:
CHERT: 5% PHOSPHATIC: 4%
SPHENE: <1% FELDSPAR: %
CHALC: 1% GLAUCONITE: 2%
OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
LITHIC: 6% MUSCOVITE: <1%
13% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: %
1% LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: 2%
CHERT: % CLAY: 2%
OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
STYLOLITES:
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SLIDE #090 SECTION : Nixon Gulch
POSITION:19.5m ROCK NAME: 
ROUNDNESS :subang—subrnd quartz arenite GRAIN SIZE
f o r m a t ION:Swift
SORTING:modérât Iy
GRAINS; QUARTZ; 50% CHERT: I0% PHOSPHATIC: 2%AMPHIB: % SPHENE; <1% FELDSPAR: %CORUND: % CHALC: 1% GLAUCONITE: 2%SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %INTRA: % LITHIC: 8% MUSCOVITE: %MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 15% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: %
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: 2%
PYRITE : % CHERT: % CLAY; 10%
CRINOIDS; 
WORM TUBESI
OYSTERS: GASTROPODS;
MOLLUSCS :
OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
STYLOLITES;
SLIDE #091 SECTION;Toston West FORMATION;Sawtooth
POSITION:1 m 
ROUNDNESS:rnd" 
GRAINS;
ROCK NAME:Iitharenite SORTING:poorly
subang GRAIN SIZE:medium sand
QUARTZ: 50% CHERT: 15%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: %
CORUND; % CHALC: 5%
SHELLS: % OOIDS; %
INTRA: % LITHIC; %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 30% MICIRTE;
PHOSPHATIC: %
FELDSPAR: %
GLAUCONITE: %
PELOIDS: 1%
MUSCOVITE: %
% MICROSPAR: 
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
%
<1%
%
SLIDE #092 SECTION;Toston West FORMATION:Rierdon
POSITION:2. 5 m ROCK NAME:pelmicrite SORTING: poor1y
ROUNDNESS : GRAIN SIZE:fine to medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 5% CHERT: 2% PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: <1% SPHENE; % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 5% POIDS: 25% PELOIDS: 35%
INTRA: 2% LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT:
CRINOIDS:X 
WORM TUBES;
SPARITE: % MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR;
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE; % CHERT: % CLAY:
OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
MOLLUSCS: X STYLOLIT E S ;
25%
%
%
ISO
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SLIDE #093 SECTION:Toston West FORMATION:R i erdon
POSITION:^.6 m ROCK 
ROUNDNESS :
GRAINS: QUARTZ;
AMPHIB; 
CORUND; 
SHELLS ; 
INTRA: 
MATRIX/CEMENT:
4%
•X 
•X
5*X
3-X
SPARITE: 
DOLOMTE: 
PYRITE:
NAME:oos parité 
GRAIN
CHERT:
SPHENE:
CHALC:
OOIDS: 
LITHIC:
15%
•X 
%
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: 
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: X
SORTING:wel1 
SIZE:medium
PHOSPHATIC: %
FELDSPAR : %
GLAUCONITE: *X
PELOIDS: 17%
MUSCOVITE: %
MICROSPAR: 
HEMATITE: 
CLAY:
BRYOZ: 
STYLOLITES:
6%
%
1%
60%
%
MICIRTE: %
LIMONTE: %
CHERT : %
OSTRACODS
%
%
%
SLIDE #094 SECTION:Toston West FORMATION:Rierdon
P0SITI0N:3.9 m 
ROUNDNESS:
ROCK NAME:pelmicrite SORTING : poorly
GRAIN SIZE:fine to medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ : 10% CHERT: 2% PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: 1% GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 5% OOIDS: 25% PELOIDS: 45%
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE; % MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: 1% HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS: X GASTROPODS:X OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: X STYLOLITES;
10%
2%
%
SLIDE #096 SECTION:Toston West FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:10.4ra ROCK NAME:Iitharenite SORTING:poorly
ROUNDNESS :subrnd—subang GRAIN SIZE:fine to coarse
GRAINS: QUARTZ : 35% CHERT: 20% PHOSPHATIC: 2%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: <1% FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: 5%
SHELLS; 3% OOIDS: 3% PELOIDS: 7%
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE:: 5% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
CRINOIDS:X 
WORM TUBES
DOLOMTE: 7% LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: 6% CLAY:
OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ: 
MOLLUSCS: X STYLOLITES:
%
%
4%
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SLIDE #097 SECTION:Toston West FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:11.5m ROCK 
ROUNDNESS:rnd—subrnd 
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 30%
AMPHIB 
CORUND 
SHELLS 
INTRA: 
MATRIX/CEMENT:
NAME:1itharenite SORTING:modérâtly
GRAIN SIZE:medium to fineCHERT: 10%
SPHENE: %
CHALC: 1%
OOIDS: %
LITHIC: %
25% MICIRTE: 
DOLOMTE: 10% LIMONTE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT : %
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS;X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:X
%
<1%
5%
5% 
SPARITE
PHOSPHATIC: 2%
FELDSPAR: %
GLAUCONITE: 5%
PELOIDS: 10%
MUSCOVITE: %
% MICROSPAR: 
HEMATITE: 
CLAY:
BRYOZ: 
STYLOLITES:
%
%
%
SLIDE #098 SECTION:Toston West FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:11.9m ROCK NAME;quart2 arenite SORTING:modérât Iy
ROUNDNESS:subrnd to subang 
GRAINS: QUARTZ; 40% CHERT :
AMPHIB: % SPHENEI
CORUND: % CHALC:
SHELLS: % OOIDS:
INTRA: % LITHIC:
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: %
DOLOMTE: 20% 
PYRITE: %
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:
GRAIN SIZE:fine to medium
5% PHOSPHATIC: 2%
% FELDSPAR: %
% GLAUCONITE: 1%
% PELOIDS: 3%
% MUSCOVITE: %
MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: 10%
LIMONTE: % HEMATITE; %
CHERT: 20% CLAY: %
OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
STYLOLITES:
SLIDE #099 SECTION:Toston West 
POSITION: 12. Srn ROCK NAME: 1 itharenite
FO RMATION:Swift
ROUNDNESS:subrnd 
GRAINS: QUARTZ:
AMPHIB:
CORUND:
SHELLS:
INTRA:
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE:
DOLOMTE:
to rnd 
35%
<1%
%
3%
<1%
CHERT: 
SPHENE: 
CHALC: 
OOIDS: 
LITHIC: 
15% 
15%
GRAIN 
10%
%
%
%
%
MICIRTE:
SIZE
SORTING:well 
f i ne t o med i urn
PHOSPHATIC: 2%
FELDSPAR: %
GLAUCONITE: 8%
PELOIDS: 7%
MUSCOVITE: %
% MICROSPAR; 
LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: 5% CLAY:
CRINOIDS;X OYSTERS: X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: X
%
%
%
STYLOLIT E S :X
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SLIDE #101 SECTIONI Toston West FORMATION :Rierdon
POSITION;a. 
ROUNDNESS :
m ROCK NAMEi bio-oosparite SORTING:wel1
GRAIN SIZE:medium to coarse
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 1% CHERT: 2% PHOSPHATIC; %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE : % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 40% OOIDS: 30% PELOIDS: 10%
INTRA: 2% LITHIC : % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE:: 10% MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR: 5%
DOLOMTE:: % LIMONTE : % HEMATITE: <1%
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY: %
CRINOIDS:X 
WORM TUBES
OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS:X OSTRACODS: BRYOZ: X
MOLLUSCS: X STYLOLITES:
SLIDE #103 SECTION:Toston West FO RMATION:Rierdon
POSITION:? 
ROUNDNESS: 
GRAINS:
m ROCK NAME:biomicrite SORTINS:poorIy
GRAIN SIZE:fine
QUARTZ: 1% CHERT: % PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 10% OOIDS: 4% PELOIDS: 15%
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR 
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS: X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: X STYLOLITES:X
70K
%
%
SLIDE #104 SECTION:Milligan Canyon FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:.9m 
ROUNDNESSIsub 
GRAINS:
ROCK NAME:cong1omerat e SORTING:poor1y
rounded GRAIN
QUARTZ : 8% CHERT: 25%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: %
CORUND: % CHALC: %
SHELLS: 25% OOIDS: 5%
INTRA: 2% LITHIC: %
MATRIX/CEMENT:
SIZEtmedium to 
PHOSPHATIC: 
FELDSPAR: 
GLAUCONITE: 
PELOIDS: 
MUSCOVITE:
%
pebbli 
1%
%
% 
a%
%
MICROSPAR:
CRINOIDS:X 
WORM TUBES;
SPARITE: 28% MICIRTE:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ: 
MOLLUSCS: X STYLOLITES: X
%
%
%
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SLIDE #105 SECTION:Mi 11igan Canyon FORMATIONsSwift
POSITIONsE. Irn 
ROUNDNESS:sub
ROCK NAME: 
rounded
CRINOIDS:X 
WORM TUBES:
chert arenite SORTING:wel1 
GRAIN SIZE:medium
PHOSPHATIC: 5%
FELDSPAR :
GLAUCONITE: 1%
PELOIDS: %
MUSCOVITE: %
% MICROSPAR: f-
•/. HEMATITE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: */. CLAY: 10%
OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
MOLLUSCS : STYLOLIT E S :
GRAINS: QUARTZ; 15% CHERT: 40%
AMPHIB; % SPHENE: %
CORUND: % CHALC: 1%
SHELLS : <1% OOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC; 5%
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 20% 
DOLOMTE: %
MICIRTE
LIMONTE
SLIDE #106 SECT I ON: Mi H i  gan Canyon FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:2.6m ROCK 
ROUNDNESS:rnd—subrnd
NAME:1itharenite SORTING:modérâtly
GRAIN SIZE:fine—medium
GRAINS; QUARTZ: 35% CHERT; 10% PHOSPHATIC: 2%
AMPHIB; <1% SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND; % CHALC; <1% GLAUCONITE: 2%
SHELLS: 15% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 3%
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT; SPARITE: 30% MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS: X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS : X STYLOLITES:
%
%
%
SLIDE #111 SECTION:Rocky Canyon 
POSITION;12. Im ROCK NAME:biomicrite
FORMATION:Rierdon
SORTING: poorly
ROUNDNESS:angular 
GRAINS: QUARTZ:
AMPHIB: 
CORUND: 
SHELLS: 
INTRA: 
MATRIX/CEMENT:
GRAIN SIZE:fine to very fine 
<1% CHERT: % PHOSPHATIC: %
% SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
% CHALC: % GLAUCONITE; %
20% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 45%
5% LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
SPARITE: 3% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: 25%
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: %
CHERT: % CLAY: ^PYRITE: 2%
CRINOIDS;X OYSTERS: GASTROPODS; OSTRACODS: BRYOZ;
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: X STYLOLITES
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SLIDE #112 SECTION:Rocky Canyon FO RMATION:Sawtoot h
POSITION: ROCK NAME
ROUNDNESS :angu1ar 
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 50%
AMPHIB: %
CORUND: %
SHELLS: %
INTRAI % 
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE:
DOLOMTE:
dolomitIc 
GRAIN 
CHERT : %
SPHENE: %
CHALC: %
OOIDS: %
LITHIC: %
% MICIRTE 
45% LIMONTE
aren
SIZE
SORTING:well 
IV.fine to silt
PHOSPHATIC: %
FELDSPAR : %
GLAUCONITE: %
PELOIDS: %
MUSCOVITE: %
I %
I %
%
MICROSPAR: %
HEMATITE: 5%
CLAY: %
CRINOIDS: 
WORM TUBES
PYRITE: % CHERT :
OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES;
SLIDE #115 SECTION:Rocky Canyon FORMATION:R i erdon
POSITION:6m ROCK NAME:oos par ite SORTING: wel
ROUNDNESS: GRAIN SIZE:medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ: % CHERT: % PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: % OOIDS: 75% PELOIDS: 2%
INTRA: 2% LITHIC : % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 21% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
HEMATITE:
CLAY:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: %
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:X
%
%
%
SLIDE #116 SECTION:Rocky Canyon FORMATION:Rierdon
POSITION:?.5m 
ROUNDNESS: 
GRAINS:
ROCK NAME :pelmicrite SORTING:poorly
GRAIN SIZE:fine
QUARTZ: 1% CHERT: % PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 65%
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT; SPARITE: % MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR;
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: 3% HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: <1% CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
30%
%
%
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SLIDE #117 SECTION;Rocky Canyon
ROCK
FORMATION:Rierdon
P0SITI0N:9 
ROUNDNESS : 
GRAINS;
5rn NAME: bio-pel rnicr ite SORTING; p o o r  ly 
GRAIN SIZE: fine to siltQUARTZ: 4% CHERT: */. PHOSPHATIC: %AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %SHELLS: 35% OOIDS: % PELOIDS; 40%INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: % MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: ■/. CHERT: % CLAY:
OYSTERS: GASTROPODS; OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
MOLLUSCS: X STYLOLIT E S :
CRINOIDS:X 
WORM TUBES:
20%
•/.
%
SLIDE #118 SECTION:Rocky Canyon FORMATION:R i erdon
POSITION:13.6m ROCK NAME:pelmicrite SORTING;poorly
ROUNDNESS: GRAIN S I Z E :V.fine to fine
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 13% CHERT: % PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 12% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 35%
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE : % MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: 40%
DOLOMTE:: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT; % CLAY : %
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS: X GASTROPODS: 
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: X
OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
STYLOLITES1
SLIDE #119 SECTION:Rocky Canyon 
POSITION:15.6m ROCK NAME:pel—biomicrite
I- O RMAT I ON : Ri erdon
SORTING:poorly
ROUNDNESS : GRAIN SIZE:V.fine to fine
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 10% CHERT : 2% PHOSPHATIC: 1%
AMPHIB: <1% SPHENE : % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 50% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 20%
INTRA: % LITHIC : % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT; SPARITE: % MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: 15%
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: %
PYRITE : 1% CHERT: % CLAY; %
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS: GASTROPODS:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:
OSTRACODS:X BRYOZ:
STYLOLITES:
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SLIDE #120 SECTION:Rocky Canyon 
POSITION:16.5m ROCK NAME:pelmicrite
FORMATION :R i erdon
SORTINS:poor1y
ROUNDNESS: GRAIN SIZE: fine to v. fine
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 15% CHERT: <1% PHOSPHATIC: %
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: <1% FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC; % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 10% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 45%
INTRA: 5% LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT
CRINOIDS:X 
WORM TUBES;
SPARITE: % MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: 25%
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY: %
OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS:/ BRYOZ:
MOLLUSCS: STYLOLITES:
SLIDE #122 SECTION:Rocky Canyon 
POSITION:20.5m ROCK NAME:1itharenite
FORMATION:Swift
SORTING:modérât 1y
ROUNDNESS:subrnd to subang GRAIN SIZE:medium to fine
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 40% CHERT: 20% PHOSPHATIC: 5%
AMPHIB: <1% SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: <1% CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: 3%
SHELLS: 2% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 5%
INTRA: % LITHIC: % MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 15% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR:
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: 5% CLAY:
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: X STYLOLITES:
%
%
2%
SLIDE #123 SECTION:Rocky Canyon FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:20.7 ROCK NAME:sandy biosparte SORTING: poorly
ROUNDNESS:rnd—subrnd 
GRAINS:
GRAIN SIZE:fine to coarse
QUARTZ: 15% CHERT: 3%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: %
CORUND: % CHALC: %
SHELLS: 15% OOIDS: %
INTRA: 15% LITHIC: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: MICIRTE:
PHOSPHATIC:
FELDSPAR:
GLAUCONITE:
PELOIDS:
MUSCOVITE:
%
3% 
% 
2% 
20% 
%
MICROSPAR:SPARITE: 15%
DOLOMTE: 3% LIMONTE: % HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS: X STYLOLITES:X
10%
%
%
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SLIDE # 1 i=:4 SECT I ON : Rocky Canyon FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:21.7m ROCK NAME 
ROUNDNESS :subnounded
1 i  t  hanen i t e  S O R T I N G s m o d e n a t ly
GRAIN SIZE: f i n e  t o  m e d i u m
GRAINS: QUARTZ 25% CHERT:
AMPHIB % SPHENE
CORUND % CHALC:
SHELLS 2% OOIDS:
INTRA: 2% LITHIC
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 35%
DOLOMTEI 
PYRITE:
•/.
15%
%
•/.
<1%
5% 
MICIRTE: 
LIMONTE: 
CHERT :
PHOSPHATIC: 10%
FELDSPAR : <1%
GLAUCONITE: <1%
PELOIDS: 3%
MUSCOVITE: %
%
%
3%
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS: X GASTROPODS: 
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:X
OSTRACODS:
MICROSPAR: 
HEMATI TE : */•
CLAY : */•
BRYOZ: 
STYLOLITES:
SLIDE #125 SECTION: Rocky Canyon FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:24.5m ROCK 
ROUNDNESS:ang—subnnd
NAME:1itharenite SORTING:modérâtly
GRAIN S I Z E :mediurn to coarse
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 20% CHERT: 15% PHOSPHATIC: 13%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE : % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: <1%
SHELLS: 5% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 2%
INTRA; % LITHIC ; 2% MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE:: 15% MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR: 15%
DOLOMTE: : 13% LIMONTE : % HEMATITE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY: %
CRINOIDS:X OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: 
WORM TUBES; MOLLUSCS:X
OSTRACODS: BRYOZ: 
STYLOLITES:X
SLIDE #126 SECTION:Rocky Canyon FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:29.Am ROCK NAME:quartz arenite SORTING;modérâtiy
ROUNDNESS;subrnd—subang GRAIN SIZE:fine to medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 55% CHERT: 5%
AMPHIB; % SPHENE: <1%
CORUND: <1% CHALC: <1%
SHELLS: % OOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC; %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE; 15% MICIRTE:
DOLOMTE: 9% LIMONTE:
PYRITE: % CHERT:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS : GASTROPODS :
WORM TUBES: MOLLUSCS:
PHOSPHATIC: 5%
FELDSPAR: %
GLAUCONITE: il%
PELOIDS: i%
MUSCOVITE: %
%
% 
3%
OSTRACODS:
MICROSPAR;
HEMATITE:
CLAY:
BRYOZ: 
STYLOLITES:
%
%
7%
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SLIDE #127 ScCTION: Rocky Canyon FORMATIONzSwift
POSITION Î 30.2m ROCK 
ROUNDNESS :subangu1ar
NAME:quartz arenite SORTING:well
GRAIN SIZE:fine— medium
GRAINS; QUARTZ: 45% CHERT: 3% PHOSPHATIC: 4%
AMPHIB: <1% SPHENE ; % FELDSPAR : <1%
CORUND; % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: <1%
SHELLS: % OOIDS: % PELOIDS: 3%
INTRA: % LITHIC : 1% MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE : 10% MICIRTE : % MICROSPAR: %
DOLOMTE:: 15% LIMONTE : % HEMATITE: 3%
PYRITE; % CHERT : 2% CLAY: 8%
CRINOIDS: 
WORM TUBESi
OYSTERS: GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
MOLLUSCS : STYLOLITES:
SLIDE #132 SECTION:Milligan Canyon FORMATIONzSwift
POSITION:4.8 m ROCK NAME:calc sandstone SORTING:well
ROUNDNESS:rnd to subrnd GRAIN SIZE:medium to coarse
GRAINS: QUARTZ; 35% CHERT: 5% PHOSPHATIC: 3%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE : % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: 1%
SHELLS: 15% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC : 1% MUSCOVITE: <1%
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE : 30% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: 10%
DOLOMTE : % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY: %
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: 
WORM TUBES:X MOLLUSCS: X
OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
STYLOLITES:X
SLIDE #133 SECTION:Milligan Canyon FORMATION:Swift
P0SITI0N:5.1 m ROCK NAME:calc sandstone SORTING :wel1
ROUNDNESS:rnd to subrnd GRAIN SIZE:medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 30% CHERT: 5% PHOSPHATIC: 3%
AMPHIB: <1% SPHENE: % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: 1%
SHELLS : 15% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC: 3% MUSCOVITE: %
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 20% MICIRTE: %
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: 2% HEMATITE:
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY:
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
WORM TUBES:X MOLLUSCS:X STYLOLITES:X
MICROSPAR: 10%
% 
1%
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SLIDE #134 SECTION :Mi11i gan Canyon F?RMATION:Swift
P0SITI0N:5. 5 m 
ROUNDNESS :rnd to 
GRAINS: QUARTZ:
AMPHIB: 
C O R U N D : 
SHELLS: 
INTRA: 
MATRIX/CEMENT:
ROCK NAME : calc sandstone SORTING:wel1
subrnd 
30%
•/.
% 
20%
%
CHERT: 
SPHENE; 
C H A L C : 
OOIDS: 
LITHIC 
SPARITE: 20% 
D O L O M T E : %
PYRITE;
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS : X GASTROPODS
WORM TUBES:X MOLLUSCS:
GRAIN 
5%
<1%
%
%
3%
MICIRTE 
LIMONTE 
CHERT;
OSTRACODS
S I Z E :medium
PHOSPHATIC: 4%
FELDSPAR: %
GLAUCONITE: 1%
P E L O I D S : %
MUSCOVIT E : %
% MICROSPAR:
% HEMATITE:
% C L A Y :
B R Y O Z : 
STYLOLITES:X
10%
%
7%
SLIDE #135 SECTION;Milligan Canyon F O RMATION:Swi ft
P OSITION:5.8 m ROCK NAME:calc sandstone SORiING:poorly
ROUNDNESS:rnd to subrnd GRAIN SIZE:medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 20% CHERT: 12% PHOSPHATIC: 5%
AMPHIB; % SPHENE : % FELDSPAR; %
CORUND: % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: %
SHELLS: 30% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA; % LITHIC : 3% MUSCOVITE: % -
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE : 8% MICIRTE; % MICROSPAR; 20%
DOLOMTE : % LIMONTE: % HEMATITE : 7.
PYRITE: % CHERT; % CLAY : 2%
CRINOIDS:X 
WORM TUBESi
OYSTPPS:X GASTROPODS: 
X MOLLUSCS : X
OSTRACODS: B R Y O Z : 
STYLOLITES;
SLIDE #136 SECTION:Mi 11igan Canyon FORMATION:Swift
POSITION:6.0 m ROCK NAME:calc sandstone SORTING : poorly
ROUNDNESS:rnd to subrnd GRAIN SIZE:medium to coarse
GRAINS: QUARTZ : 10% CHERT: 20% PHOSPHATIC: 8%
AMPHIB : % SPHENE : % FELDSPAR: %
CORUND : % CHALC: % GLAUCONITE: <1%
SHELLS : 25% OOIDS: % PELOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC : 3% MUSCOVITE: <1%
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE : 8% MICIRTE: % MICROSPAR: £0%
DOLOMTE : % LIMONTE; % HEMATITE: %
PYRITE: % CHERT: % CLAY: 2%CRINOIDS: O Y S T E R S : X GASTROPODS:
WORM TUBES:X MOLLUSCS : X
OSTRACODSI BRYOZ:
STYLOLITES;
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SLIDE #137 SECTION;Mi 1iigan Canyon FORMflTION:Swift
P0SITI0N:6. 2 rn ROCK NAME: 1 itharenite
ROUNDNESS 
GRAINS:
Irnd to subrnd
SORIING: poorly 
GRAIN SIZE:medium to coarse
QUARTZ: 30% CHERT: 35%
AMPHIB: % SPHENE: %
CORUND: % CHALC: %
SHELLS : 15% OOIDS: %
INTRA: % LITHIC: 3%
MATRIX/CEMENT: MICIRTE
PHOSPHATIC:
FELDSPAR:
GLAUCONITE;
PELOIDS:
MUSCOVITE:
•/.
5%
•/.
*/.
•/.
%
SPARITE: 1
DOLOMTE: % LIMONTE: %
PYRITE: •/. CHERT; %
CRINOIDS; OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS: OSTRACODS:
WORM TUBES:X MOLLUSCS:
MICROSPAR:
HEMATITE:
CLAY;
BRYOZ:
STYLOLITES:
12%
%
%
SLIDE #138 SECTION:Mi 11igan Canyon 
P0SITI0N:6. 5 rn ROCK NAME: 1 itharenite
ROUNDNESS:rnd to subrnd
FORMATION:Swift
SORTING:poorly
GRAIN SIZE:medium
GRAINS: QUARTZ: 40% CHERT:
AMPHIB: % SPHENE;
CORUND: % CHALC:
SHELLS: 5% OOIDS:
INTRA: % LITHIC:
MATRIX/CEMENT: SPARITE: 6%
DOLOMTE: %
PYRITE: %
CRINOIDS: OYSTERS:X GASTROPODS:
WORM TUBES;X MOLLUSCS:
15%
%
%
%
5%
MICIRTE:
LIMONTE:
CHERT:
PHOSPHATIC: 
FELDSPAR: 
GLAUCONITE; 
PELOIDS: 
MUSCOVITE:
% MICROSPAR: 
% HEMATITE:
% CLAY :
15%
%
5%
OSTRACODS: BRYOZ:
STYLOLITES:X
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